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HOUSING BENEFIT
SLASHED
•Up to £179.80 a year
lost by students

by Cathy Milton

Students returning this
term
will
now
be

experiencing the effects of
the new Housing Benefit
cuts and may well be faced
with losses of £100 a year
or more.

I fo~~~~~~
1~~~·~~~~~!~t~~
Benefit this summer as the gov8

ernment has cut it from £31 .35
per week to £26.05 per week; a
loss of £5.30 a week.
A student living in private

accommodation who claims
Housing Benefit during termtime and ove'r the short vacations,
and
Supplementary
Benefit during the summer vacation , will lose £179.80.
Next year, when the Poll Tax
is implemented, th e same stuby Sung Khang

Everybody Out! That is
the command by EUSA for

9

all staff and students
tomorrow afternoon.

As the climax to "Edinburgh in
Crisis" Week of Action, a major
rally is being held in Old College
Quad at 1.15pm.
A personality-packed line.up
will be there to g ive their support
to EUSA's big campaign of the
term.
Along with students called to
arms will be newly elected
- Rector Muriel Gray, Alexei
Sayle, Bing Hitler, Malcolm
Bruce MP, novelist Alasdair
Gray, and others.
week's
events are
This
designed to focus attention on
the increasingly critical state of
Edinburgh University's finances
and to oppose further attacks
being made to student and university funding.
The cuts in spending have
been felt by the whole student
population here in Edinburgh
and throughout the country,
with the recent loss of housing
benefit for nine out of ten students (see report on page 1) and
the forced closing of the library
on Friday evenings. Further
attacks are to come. The introduction of the community
charge next April will mean that
students at Edinburgh and other
Scottish universities will be
charged an annual tax of some
£80.20 with no compensation in
the grant. In fact, the grant has
· decreased 20 per cent in real
terms since 1962. Jane Rogerson, EUSA President, said that
these changes Were discouraging many from appl_
y ing for

_;

dent will lose a further £80.20,
bringing his or her total loss up
to £260 exactly.
This adds up to roughly 13
per cent of a full grant.
The erosion of state benefits
available to students is nothing
new and fits in with the continuing decline in student finances
that has been ' a feature o f
recent years.
First to go was the minimum
grant . Students are now ine ligible for Supplementary or
Unemployment Benefit in the
short vacations.
The restriction of students'
eligibility for Hou sing Benefit
has been a gradual process in
three parts.
First , students in universitycontrolled
accommodation
were denied Housing Benefit.
Next, Housing Benefit was

denied to studerits renting
accommodation over the summer, unless t hey can prove
actual occupation of premises
throughout.
Finally, the
government
changedthebasisforthecalculation of students' total accommodation costs leading to a
drop in the amount allocated of
£1.55 per week.
While there has been a slight
increase in the level of housing
Benefit available, the result has
been a net loss for students.
Speaking to Student, Jane
Rogerso.n said: ~The govern·
~ent
1s e rod~ng
student
f1~ances to the point where students must. borro~ money or
work part-time to keep themse~ve~ a!loat.
.
Th1s is clearly not ~onduc1v.e
to them completing their
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studies. Welfare services are
already inundated with students' debt-related problems.
"'A recent study at Napier
College found that there is a
correlation between financial
· hardship and low academic
achievement.
" In this situation the government has to give students the
means to complete their
~tudies."

/fyou are havinQ any difficul·
ties with your benefits you had
better hurry down to EUSA.
Student union finance is the
next area the government
planS to explore. Ministers are
currently toying with the idea
that contributions to EUSA and
other student unions ·ought to
be voluntary decisions for individual students . Three guesses
spend an extra £60 a year.
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The Week of Action banner on the Mound.
further educatiOn. (There has
been a significant decrease in
the number of Scottish app l ic~
ants to UCCA as well as affecting
present-day students.) There
have been reports of students
· suffering from
debt-related
stress and some even forced to
give up the courses due to the
financial burden. She cites the
case of the mature student, formerly at Newbattle Abbey Col·
lege, who was unable to support
his family whilst continuing his
studies,

The' University itself has not ' su re on the Ul'_liversify is~ direct
been immune to government' result of a series of cons1stentty
attacks either. There is particular under-funded pay awards by the
concern over the planned loss of go".'ern"!'ent, but also due to ~~e
170 jobs at the University as part University's f'.'rants Cou~c1t s
of a savings target set at £4.Sm, own fund s which have dechned
designed to tackle the deficit, some 1.4 percent in value in real
which currently stands at £3.4m. terms. This has prodUced a
In addition, the Library Commit- knock-on effect involving a toss
tee has been forced to submit of £700,000 for Edinburgh Uni·
proposalstotheSenateWhichis varsity alone. In addition, the
likely to result in a further reduc·
UGC has admitted to a miscalcu·
tion to library opening hours in lation in the projection of student numbers as a resuh of
the next academic year.
The increased financial preswhich Edinburgh suffered a
• c:Ontlnued on page 3.
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EUSA
FINANCE
CRISIS

Sport Aid

by GrMm8 Wison
With the EUSA Sabbatical
elections onty a matter of weeks
away, the finandal fiasco facing
candidates for the position of
Treasurer has begun to emerge.

Cheow-Lay Wee, the present
Treasurer, revealed how the
appearance of size8ble deficits
in a number of areas has
ensured that there will be an
overall deficit of £17,800 within
the Association's budget. This is

=·~~~ i~f .;:Sy~~~~~

· the budget was presented to the

Annual General Meeting. "The ·
situation," he says, "is very
acute and very worrying."
The main areas of concern
outlined by Mr Wee straddle
both the grant-aided and trading
sides of the EUSA accounts. In

the former a predicted £3,000
surplus from games machines
income turned into a £6,000 loss,
and as a result attempts are
being made to stimulate their
use with the advice
of
"specialists" in this area.
The second "big·loserH within
the grant-aided part of finances
is the University's Publications
Board which has amassed an ·
estimated deficit of around
£19,000 as its losses were much
larger than expected. On top of
this, increased SAC activity has
resulted in a bigger drain on
resources, and Mr Wee stresses:
"EUSA is not an endless pot of
gold, and the little gold that we
have is fast running out."
However, while he is pleased
with the level of income from
sale of food within the Unions,
there .has been quite a dramatic
drop-off in liquor revenue which
has succeeded in creating a
£15,500 deficit. As a consequence the overall
catering
account will also be in deficit.
In response to this situation
cost-cutting action has been
taken which has led to over
£17,000 from the account for
financing fire-safety improvements at Teviot Row being redirected to try and alleviate the
·deficit crisis. Other money-saving iniatives will mean less training for office-bearers, and Capital from the reserves set aside
for building maintenance has
also been used.

I

Models
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Deputy President's
close shave
by Emma Simpson
EUSA Deputy President Mike
Lyttle has had his head shaved
for charity I
The end of term stunt in the
Teviot Row Union raised £200
for the save the Children Fund.
A rather bald looking Mike
Lyttle told Student that the
Teviot Union House Committee
had mandated a 'shave the
DP's head motion' following a
similar Aberdeen University
event.

" I didn't mind getting it
done," said Mike. "It is just
about worth in terms of personal embarrassment although
I did look a bit frightening."
Since his election victory last
year, Mike Lyttle has been kidnapped, put through an assault
course and now sports' the hair
Cut of a harmless hedgehog .
HThere is only so much my
body can take. I only hope that
next year's Deputy President
knows what he is letting himsi;,f in forl"

Owen debates
foreign aid
Lucy Hooker;

Debates Correspondent
At the end of last term Chris
Patten MP, Minister for Overseas Development honoured
the House with his participation
in the · debate "This House
believes Overseas Aid does
more harm than good': which
he treated as he said with "bemused contempt" Having competed with Edinburgh
University's
Alan
Mcartney for the best impersonation of Groucho Marx ; " I've
had a lovely evening but this
wasn't it. " Mr Patten attempted
to convince the House that this
government was really doing
its best, after all a little help was
better than none (in this particular case there not being
much difference).
Mr Patten said market forces
were more important than
helping the small farmer and
accused the proposers of the
motion, which included War on
Want's Laurie Gardner, of
"supporting clapped-out, halfbaked socialist policies of the
60s and 70s."
Mr McArtney (proposing)
backed a winner: "Scottish
independence would do the
most good for development."
And Vince Cabhe from the'
Commonwealth
Secretary
General's office suggested that
what the starving Sudenese
really needed was a new power
station and rather obscurely
challenged the propostion as
being anti-aid.

Another University personality Dr Owen Dudley Edwards
suggested that, if aid did in fact
do more harm than good, it was
rather ridiculous of the propostion to suggest we double the
amount. He also suggested Mrs
Thatcher give up granting her
cabinet sexual favours and run
for US President. He complimented Mr Pattern, in the
truly supportive style for: "the
courage he has taken in both
his feet, subsequently placing
both of them in his mouth" and
in a token swipe at the motion,
identified Mr pattenl6 word
"obscene" as being particularly appropriate to Britain's
egoistic attitude of attributing
itself with omnipotence.
The award for least relevance
was fiercely contended, what
with Owen Dudley Edward's
crocodiles and alligators, Mr
Patten's reminiscences of old
Oxbridge days - which went
down abour as well as David
Owen at a Liberal party Conference and speeches including
Roddy Morrison's eloquent
· defence of the student grant,
Gerry Covish also lost on the
motion to the last, bravely passed sentence of Mr " Comic
Relief" Patten as being ignorant of the subject for which he
is minister.
The evening did provide
helpful instruction on how to
deal with Conservative MP's
especially those determined to
ma~e someone laugh, if only
themslves, and there was
indeed occasion for much merriment.

Three Edinburgh Univer- ,
sity SPQrts clubs will be
holding marathons tomor·
row to raise money for charity. The event. which will
commence at 5.30 pm at the
Pleasance, should see the
University Squash, Tennis
and
Basketball
Clubs
embarking on a 24-hour
marathon in their respective
sports.
The squash project, called
"Squash For Life " and
organised in conjunction
with the University's Student Aid Society, hopes to
raise money for a Save The
Children Fund project at the
Royal Hospital for Children
in Glasgow.
The event will be supported by the band The
Peristalsis Brothers on the
Saturday afternoon, and
food and drink will be on site
for spectators keen to support the players. Donations
can be made directly to the
Edinburgh
University
branch of the Bank of Scotland,
account
number
881076.

Poll Tax
Research
New research on the Poll
Tax has indicated that the
average household in 41 out
of 62 Edinburgh wards
would be more than £100
worse off.
Of these, 28 would be
more than £200 worse off
and 10 would be over £300
worse off.
Only eight wards would
gain under Poll Tax, with
Cramond gaining £223 a
year.
At the beginning of this
month a Public Information
Day on Poll Tax was
organised by the District
Council to deal with the
"hundreds of inqui ries"
which the council had been
confronted with. The visitors were shown displays
on the Poll Tax, were able to
find out how they would t5e
affected, and to question
council officials.

Union Cash
for Politics of
the Left
Tory allegations that tax
payers' money is being
used to back left-wing political activities have prompted
the launch last night of
a government inqUirv into
student unions.
Education Secretary Mr
Kenneth Baker has said that
he wants to ensure that
funds are being used for student services and not political campaigning.
For some time there has
been pressure from Tory
MPs who want to end the
system under which students are automatically
NUS members, and there'fore the inquiry will look at
the status and organisation
of student unions in universities, polytechnics and col- ·
leges. It will also require
unions to give details of
financial links with 'the
National Union of Students.

EUSA President Jane
Rogerson stated that Edinburgh University has a strict
rule preventing them from
giving monies to activities
that are not directly related
to student services. She also
stated that the ancient Scottish universities have a diffe-rent approach than many
English ones as our SRC
and union are seprarate and
everything is done on a very
democratic basis.
One problem with the
debate which prompted this
inquiry, stated Ms Rogerson, was that it was based
.on the assumption that
every union is left wing and
a member of the NUS which
is not necessarily true for
Edinburgh. Ours is mainly a
service organisation for its
students.
The only way in which the
University associates itself
with any political activity is
by organisi ng collections for
worthy causes like the
Caterpillar strike of last year
and the recent NHS crisis.
Jane believes that we
really have nothing to fear
from this inquiry.

Rector's Assessor
Muriel
Gray,
neWly
elected Rector of the University, has chosen 23-year-old
Edinburgh graduate John
Swinney to be her Assessor.
John, who graduated in
1986 with an MA in politics,
currently works at Napier
College as research assistant on the Scottish Coal
Project and has previously
been National Secretary of
the Scottish National Party.
His position as Assessor
will mean that John will
become a member of the
University Court and will
assist Muriel in her duties by
attending committee meetings and functions on her
behalf. He will also help to
deal with correspondence
and personal inquiries from
students and staff.

AIDS Group
Survey
Edinburgh
University's
AIDS Consultative Group
has planned a comprehensive survey of students. A
questionnaire, which will be
sent out randomly, will concern itself with students'
views on AIDS and how it
has affected them.

Award for
Student TV
Edinburg Ii University Student Television recently
picked up their second successive award in a national
student competition.
Student TV members
Lorin
McDougall
and
Mithilesh
Roychowdhury
won the freestyle category
and were placed second
overall at the annual NASTA
Conference in Norwich last
month.
Their
entry,
entitled
"Botanic", was a 15-minute
original drama set in Edinburgh's Royal Botanic Garden. Glasgow University's
documenta on AtOS won.

NEVVS

Jesse funks out
Top Scottish funkster Jesse
Rae got more than he bargained for when he played at
the Friday night end of term
'bash' at Teviot Row Union.
For the tartan armoured star
left the building to find all his

landrover windows had been
smashed.
Damage was estimated at
£500 for the old 1960's Landrover, which was left in a noparking zone just outside the
Union.
EUSA Deputy President Mike
Continued from page one
further loss of another r7oo,ooo,
with no plans for a compensating sum to next year's University
funds.
MPs on the government's
Select Committee on Education
were confronted with these
issues by an EUSA lobby group
which travelled down to London
before Easter. Jane Rogerson
reported that they were met with
a variety of responses from
committee members, ranging
from the sympathetic (a number
of MPs promised to raise some
of these issues in Question Time

t9 expressed
=i~~l~~~~~ ~~~r!~~~~~~~~es~sp
surprise at being
informed that degrees in Scotland entailed a four-year course
of study, whilst another derided
mature students for taking up
full-time education courses. The
select committee has submitted
a report to the Department of
Education and Science who are
soon to publish three proposals
for consultation on student
finances. The final decisions will,
howe\!er, be contingent upon
the Treasury. In the meantime, this week's
activities are designed to draw
support not only from within
Edinburgh University itself but
also from the city of Edinburgh.
The response to the call for sup-

i

~~~s~s~~~ene~f ~~t c~~~~~~
and people from public life. The
Edinburgh District Council passed a motion of support for the
action to be taken by students,
on April 7th, and has shown its
backing by giving permission for
a 30-foot banner to be placed on
the Mound in aid of " Edinburgh
In Crisisn. In addition, various
regional councillors could be
heard at the 3.00 pm library
meeting on Wednesday expressing their commitment to and

BANGALORE
TANDOORI
RESTAURANT
52 HOME STREET
EDINBURGH
(opp. Klng'1 Thralrt~

Telephone 031·2291348
FULLY LICENSED
CARRY·OUTWELCOME
LARGE PARTIES WELCOME
MONDAY-SUNDAY
5 p.m.-1.3011.m.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
5p.m.-2a.m.
Student Concessions Mon-Thurs:
Contact Mr M~jid

by Emma Simpson
Lyttle said he didn't think that
students were responsible for
the " late night jape#, despite
friction between Jesse and
some drunken students during
his stage performance.
"Inside the Union there was
some tension between a couple
of drunken students and Jesse
Rae when he was doing his 'off
the stage act', but I do not think
the two incidents were totally
unrelated. Some people have

got the wrong conclusions."
"Nothing like this has evjtr
happened before in the Unions
and it would be wrong for me to
try and put a theory on what
happened - although it could
have been people crossing
Bristo Square, for example,
since the car was in a vulnerable position ."
Jesse Rae was said to have
been " unhappy'" about the incident and disappointed that the
night ended in such a "shambles".

support forthe University: There ing figure is to be found today
have also been attempts to draw outside Teviot, whilst the wider
support from the general public findings of the survey are due to
by emphasising the University's be published later this term.
role as a major employer and the
Apart from the fun nature of
detrimental effect of the loss of some of the events and par170 jobs to the city.
ticipating guests, important
At the busk-in, leaflets were issues concer11ing student and
distributed and signatures col- university welfare will have
lected for a petition in support of been raised as a result of this
the University. It is forecast that week. As Jane Rogerson states:
this will be presented to the Sec- "Education holds the key for the
retary of State for Scotland, Mal- future of the country." The
colm Rifkind, next week. Indi- changes which are presently takvidual supporters attending this ing place, including loss ofhous- 1
week's meetings will have ing benefit, introduction of the
Wa.11, to be &'uite honest, the
ranged from politicians headed
poll tax and shorter library openby Nigel Griffiths, MP Edinburgh
ing hours, will affect every stu- Week of Action's "Bedlam Busk·
in" was not particularly mobbed
South; John Mackay, the Lord dent here at Edinburgh.
okay, there were as many
Provost; entertainers. including
Nigel Griffiths MP said: "AcAlexei Sayle and Tom Robintion must be taken to avoid the press photographers as buskers
son;, and Edinburgh's own
cash crisis and reverse staff cuts (i.e. two).
However, not even this could
academic, Prof. Neil MacCorwhich are so demoralising the
mick, Dean of the Faculty of law,
staff, students and parents at contain the enthusiasm of Jez
and also the Rector, Muriel Grey,
Edinburgh University. The Uhi- Hewitt (on alto sax) and Douglas
who said: "Although the week
versity is an asset and worth Grattan (on someone else's
guitar) spilling over and infectof action is being initiated by stufighting for."
ing the Princes Street shoppers
dents and staff at the University,
it is hoped that everyone in the
community, and Scotland in
general, will identify with the
problem and give the week their
support. "
Each day has b~en devoted to
a separate theme, with details of
events publicised in the weekly
issue of Midweek. Tuesday's
theme was the poll tax, and
Wednesday's centred on benefit
and welfare cuts. Today's events
are organised under the heading
of "Grants Not loans" . There is
a meeting scheduled today at 1
pm in Teviotentitled "Pies, Pints
and Politics", followed by a 3 pm
meeting in the library coffee
room to be addressed by Lord
Provost Sir John Mackay.
Tomorrow, the week of action
will finish with attention focused
on university cuts. A press conference is due to be held at 10
am, attended by the Rector,
Alexei Sayle, MPs Alistair Darling and Nigel Griffiths, and John
Swinney from the SNP. In the
afternoon the events will culminate in the release of 170 balloons, one to symbolise each
prospective job loss at the University. Apart from the guests
mentioned above, additional
public figures attending will
include Tom Robinson, Malcolm
Bruce MP, the R ~ctor's Assessor
John Swinney, who is the
national secretary of the SNP, as
well as Alasdair Gray ·and Bing
Hitler. In the evening there will ....
be a "Festival for Education " at
Teviot Row House, with enter·
tainers Muriel Grey, Tom Robin·
son and Yes, Yes Juliette.
Throughout the week, EUSA
has also been mounting a cam·
paign designed to illustrate the
effect of government cuts on
students with the distribution of
a " bank balance ballot" for each
student when collecting their
grant. This requests information
of their bank balance and other
financial information. The result-

hot o : Hugh Pinney
who were pci:tSmg t'iegister
House. As a result the more
practical business of filling up
the petition sheets was made
more attractiVe due to its Glenn
Miller accorrlpaniment
As the afternoon progressed
the organiseres' hopes for more
busking participants seemed to
be materialising, and while the
event was not outstandingly
dynamic it was a start.

YOU KNOW

what has to change,
stay the same, be im
proved, be stopped,
be started, be incr
eased,be cut, be said
and be done.

so.

NEVVS

Goodbye Benefits
Ian Catto looks
at the history
and
development of Housing
Benefit cuts.

The story starts way back in
June 1985 when the Government, or to be more precise,
Norman Fowler, Secretary of

State for Health and Social Security, published the Green Paper
on the Reform of Social Security
(the Fowler Review). It stated
that "the aim should be for students to have one channel of
support, through the educational system, rather than the

housing benefit schemew. Since
then, student entitlement to
Supplementary· Benefit and
Unemployment Benefit has disappeared during the short vacations, and entitlement to Housing Benefit (HBJ has been
dramatically slashed. Part one of
the changes to HB was passed
by the House of Commons in
July 1986 end came into effect in
September 1986:
(1)

Students would no longer
be eligible for HB if they
rented
accommodation
which was universityowned or long-leased. e.g.
Pollock
Halls,
Blacket
Avenue flats.

(2)

From sum~er .1987 Studentswoutd nqt be eligible
for HB during the long vacation unless -they were
deemed to be act, ' ly resi dent in the accori .nodation.
·

for students whereby your claim
was backdated to the beginning
of first term it it was made by the
end of tenth week of first term
(the end of sixth week in previous years). From now on, every
day you delay in making or
adjusting a claim will cost you
money-your claim will not be
backdated. However, there ·is
one piece of relatively good
news:
the Housing Department
· It is in the light of these
changes already implemented will have to process your claims
that the present charges must be within 14 days, or face financial
seen. Now only students in pri- penalties for failing to do so.
It looks likely therefore that fn
vate sector accommodation can·
claim HB - it is these students order to accommodate the huge
who are currently having their number of student claims made
at
the beginning offirstterm, the
benefit reduced.
Housing Department will have
representatives
processing
For a change, these benefit
claims on site, perhaps assisted
" reforms" are not directed specby Money Advice Centre volunifically at students. Whether anyteers.
one will actually gain from the
HB changes is a moot point, but
These are the main changes;
it will certainly not be. anyone
what will be their effects?
finder 25, as the Government
Using data collected in the
has decided that under-25s (and
that includes most students) survey carried out at natricula"tion in October, a report recently
published by the Students'
Accommodation
lncom'e Support (which replaces Association
supplementary Benefit) and Committee has pointed out that
on
rent figures alone for stuHousing Benefit. Under-256 are
reckoned to need £26.05 per dents who rent flats in the private sector:
week to live on - ·the so-ca lled
Personal Allowance -while for
•
4 per eent could lose over
the over-25s the figure is set at
£100 per year in HB ;
£33.40. Worse still, if you are
•
70 per cent could lose betunder 18, the figure is £19.40.
ween
£50 and £100 year in
This figure is !mportant in the
HB;
calculation of Housing Benefit,
12 per cent could lose betand it is this particular change •
ween £20 and £50 per year
which w ill have the greatest
in HB;
single effect for students.
•
10 per cent could lose up to
£20 per year in HB;
The second significant change •
4 per cent would be unafis that the "taper" on the
fected by the changes in HB.
amount of HB payable once your
Jn particular, anyone paying
income is greater than the Per- between £16.10 and £25.1'8 per
sonal Allowapce wi ll sharply week (in rent alone), assuming
increase. Previously, for every no extra income above the stu£1 of income.over the Personal dent grant/parental contribu·
Allowance, you lost 33 pence in tion, would suffer a cut of some
HB now you will lose 65 £95 over the short vacations and
pence.
term-time.
£13.60 per week. As a
result a slightly higher
level of HB was awarded
during term-time, but the
same
amount
was
awarded during the short
facations. Previously the
full weekly rent was awardeed. This resulted in a net
loss.

~~=~~~~ ~fsn:~~~~!v~~~I~~~~

·Thirdly, a maximum level is to
be set at '<thich the Housing
Department will be allowed to
pay Housing Benefit. This
The amount included for appears as if it will be an average
accommodation in the stu- rent of around £31 .
Fourthly, in future only 80 per
dent grant was to be
regarded as being availa- cent of you r rates wit I be el igible
ble over the short vaca- for rebate.
Finally, the Hou sing Departtions as well as during
ment will no longer be allowed
term-time, i.e. the national
figure in the grant for to backdate HB claims. PreviEdinburgh
Housing
accommodation
was ously
reduced from (15 75 to· Department operated a system

(3)

P ... P ...

Pick up a
Polygon
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LEITH PUB GUIDE
by Derry Beer,
paper, £2.50

171 BRUNTSFIELD PLACE
EDINBURGH
Telephone 031-229 8216

Find out out where to
eat, drink and be merry
in Leith. Thi s comprehensive guide to over
100 pubs in Leith's colourfu l community, captures thei ~ rich histories.
traditions 1and different
atmospheres.
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and many more from all
good bookshops and

Polygon, 48 P1easance,
Edinburgh, EH8 9TJ .
1'91:031 -5581 117
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As regards rates, although it is
difficult to calcu late the extent of
the losses which students will
face, in future if you do not provide details of the rates payable·
on your flat, the Housing Department will assign a notional
figure for use in the benefit calculation.

Although the amount of loss
may not seem to be huge, for a
student on an average rent (calculated by, the survey to be
£25.32 per week for private sector flats), thi s represents a loss of
4 Per cent of their total income
(grant plus HB).
Those of you who claim HB
will already have received your
" reassessmentH from April 1.

~~:P;~~n~o~\,.~~ k~~~ ~ahvy~
Some reassessments were done
wrongly. If you have any dobuts
about yours, come in and see
Mike Kehoe, the EUSA Welfare
Assistant, in the EUSA offices.

OPEN SEVEN DAYS
Mon-Sat 12 noon·2.30 p.m.
Mon-Thur Evenings 5-12 midnight
Fri-Sat5p.m.-la.m.
Sun 4-12 midnight

FULLY LICENSED
PARTIES WELCOME
20%Discount Mon-Sat Lunches
Student concessions Monday and
Tuesday for evening meal

If you have any
news
come
down to the
'Student'
Offices or phone
5581117.

by Ian Robertson.
Political Editor
FollOwing the " Lottsa Lovely
Lolly" give away budget, I was
shocked to find myself agreeing with the Sun. Not ·that it
was the reforming budget that
the nation needed, but that
Neil Kinnock should pay back
a ny tax cuts he received.
A s the lpader of the Opposi·
'ti on he gets £48, 148 a year
well over the new top banded
40% rate. Handing back their
gain would strike at the heart
of what Labour must see as
petty financial self-inter est and
show a b elief in wealth redi stribution, social justice and
equality of opportunity.
The n ation respects princi·
pied politicians. While more
and more people doubt Maggies course, few would question her belief in it. She who is
obayed undoubtedly has a
dream : matron Maggie will
abolish the nanny state to
create
Hdynam o
Britain"
where enterprise is rewarded
and wealth created, the theft
that is taxation will be
minimised and individualist
social justice will reign .
In the past, any cuts have
generally been seen as condu·
'cive of greater efficiency, in l ow
visibility areas such as scien·
tific research, or to create
unemployment which was
g enerally felt necessary to
modern ise society such as the
cuts fillowing theminers strike,
Beca use, as a good house·
wife like Maggie knows, for
there to be savings you must
spend less, five w eeks after the
biggest handout in history to
top earners, we are shown
a less unacc8ptable side of tax ·
cuts. Now they will his those
already on breadline Britain in
a clear and visible way:

towards inequality inherent In
the capitalist system.
Critics of t he Government
should
not
swallow the
'econom ic miracle' argument.
For Britain to use economic
growth as the sole measure of
fi scal successes is a b it like a
student claiming he is the top
of the class because he has elevated himself from being a cretin to a moron while the rest
remained of above average
intelligence.
The
general
world·wide
recovery
has
equally helped other countries
who were in a better position.
The arguriients about low
taxation being the only way to
encourage growth should also
be taken with packet of salt.
As Sweden has shown, with
the highest tax rates in Europe
and yet the highest per capita
wealth production, wealth
redistribution is possible and
wealth redistribution can be
economic.
The argument that tax cuts
generate more income must be
ripped to shreds. If it were completely true then 0% tax would
generate the most income of
all. While a 98% top rate is inef·
ficient and must feature in no
plans for government, the 40%
flat rate must be consigned to
the past. Businessmen and scientists can be encouraged to
live in Britain for the standard
of life and social stability rather
than the standard of their bank
balance.
The basis of Lawson's argument is that people will evade
taxes if they are high and only
pay ·them if low. However why
should tax evasion and avoidance be seen as a pecadillo
roughly equivalent to filching
office pens or failing to turn up
for a squash match?
Tax dodgers lead to cuts that
hurt just as much as tax cuts.
The Opposition must press the
view that if other members of
society support your standard
of living by doing less well paid
jobs or act as liberal labour
because they are unable to find
a job, they deserve your sup·

a

port.

While it may be possible for
some to create an enterprise
for themselves, this route Jsnot available to all at the
m o m ent. The present educa·
tion system does not provide a
system of perfect education for
all and to starve people into
working as shoeshines will
create unnecessary and ineffective misery. Lower taxes
• Supplementary
benefit will also mean cuts in Educachanges are described by tion and thus trheatening any
the Bishops od Durham and hope of a thriving society.
Southwark as "verging on
Whether those in work will
the wicked ". As the ever feel comfortable about aban·
cheery Radio One rather doning those on benefit to a
lamely put it " they'll be underclass is doubtful. When
winners" but the govern- the reality of a Thatcherite socment's own independent iety becomes more starkly
survey says more will lose apparent as it is now through
out In real terms.
the benefit cuts the number of
• The increase in medical the faithful may fall.
charges will hit the poorer ·
However the danger is that
while those on supplemen· they will be left with no effec·
tary can claim them back (if tive choice. If there is a widely
they
understand
the held belief that opposition pol·
forms), those millions earn- icy would lead to the rack and·
ing above the level of ruin and thus be worse for
benefit and caught in the ev eryone, then t he current
poverty trap will suffer.
electoral system could ensure
• The Poll Tax will, w hatever another term of Thatcherism .
the g overnment's sophisNeil Kinnock and other
try, on average take from opposition
l eaders
should
the poor to give to the rich. come
clea n
and
outline
d etailed plans for tax increases
The fact that opposition for all but the low paid. Dodg·
politicians must shout over ing the tax issue will be seen
and
over again Is that for the fraud that it is. No better
graduated taxation is not theft. sigh- of integrity can be given
Taxation Is a way of 'at 18ast than handing back Lawson's
softening
the
tendency bribe.

•

•
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PROTEST

Friday sees the culmination of the Week of Action and
of EUSA's campaigning for the year with a rally at Old
College. If you oppose the Poll Tax and Housing Benefit
cuts then you should be there.
It i~ _true that th!s Government tends to ignore
opposrt1on but occas1onally, for example with the NHS
even they take notice, thanks to a public outcry. On~
thing is sure, though, If WE DO NOTHING WE WILL GET
NOTHING.

Political Extremists

At first sight there might not seem to be much in
common between the introduction of the Poll Tax and
the reduction in welfare benefrts in Britain, on the one
hand, and the hijack of a Kuwaiti jet on the other. The
former is supposedly the rationa l policy of a
democratically elected government, the latter is the
barbarous act of a group of self·appointed political
zealots.
However, on closer examination, Mrs Thatcher and a
group of Iranian hijackers have more in common than
either party would care to admit. Both Mrs Thatcher and
the hijackers are motivated by extremist political
ideologies, both are incapable of admitting they are
wrong and, worst of all, both are prepared to sacrifice
innocent people to further their ideological crusades.
Admittedly Mrs Thatcher does not actually hold a
machine-gun to the heads of the poor and
disadvantaged in our society, but the effects of her
policies are only margi nally less disastrous for the poor.
She has consistently cut wetfare benefits and attacked
the standard of living of the poor; she may not take lives
but she makes their lives almost unbearable.

GLASGOW HERALD WINNER 1985, 1986
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Once again our illustrious
EUSA Sabbaticals are trying to
stir the student body into a

wlnge. Cuts here, Poll Tax there,
Housing Benefit yesterday,
loans tomorrow! If you hate

and attending to administration. "'J:'hree days' Week;
maybe? Research? Twenty-two
weeks per annum without students is not bad. Perhaps if they
were to question their own productivlty, entire· departments

Maggie

flatulent

anti-Government

a

your

would not-have to dose. And if

hands!
What a pity our student leaders cannot seem to find time for

student helpers were used in all
libraries like they are in certain
departmental libraries and at

a thoughtful week of introspec-

other universities, library hours

tion. President Jane Rogerson
moans about grant levels, while

Would be expanding, not con-

Thatcher

clap

~

tracting. If unions object to that,
in the Christmas Midweek she it is not the Government's fault.
was joyously anticipating a tt is the purpose of the Unlverspree through Jenners, and sity to educate people, not to act
enjoined us all not to get too as a charitable employment
drunk over New Year. Perhaps agency.
With the Community Charge,
she has discovered a pub that
gives free drink to students? If the Government has at last rid
so,weshouldbetoldsothatthe us of the discredited sys'.tem of
student thirst for beer does not ·rates which taxed a house irres•
,pective of whether it was
run up overdrafts.
Meanwhile, Secretary Sally ·occupied by a widowed pen·
Greig busies herself producing sioner or four yuppies. The
this weekly moan. Midweek. charge spreads the fraction of
How much does this cost? And "local authority spending paidfor
when there is a fine organ like by local residents over a far
Student available, is it · really broader spectrum of the popula-

:=~~~u?'J t~:~!i~u:~:a:'sa:f . !:~~? a~::e~~t ~t:i:~~: ~:~;

y
,Muriel Grey was introduced
to student life at closer hand
than she expected at the end
of last term. Muriel was out
celebrating her victory witti
her campaign team including debonair debates hack
Colin Moodie. Muriel was
quietly
stroking
young
Moodie's hair w hen he sudden IV turned pale and vomited all over the table only
narrowly missing the star of
.The Media Show.

hair desig

1

the Secretary not be distributed
between the other Sabbaticals
so that an entire salary expense
is saved? Two wasteful birds
with one economical stone!
tt is most tiresome reading
the bleats about university cut·
backs when one often sits in an
overheated library or in a lecture
where the unchanging notes
barely paraphrase the standard
textbook on the subject. Has
anyone ever made a time and
motionstudyoflecturers1Think
of ones you know; add up the
times for lectures, tutorials,
exams, postgraduate supervision. nursing their direct_ees,

part, you are to do your best to
screw up the register so that
honest people will have to pay
more. Alternatively the councils
will go bust, their employees
will go unpaid and the council·
lors will be surcharged. The
Labour Finance Convener of
Lothian Region, Eric Milligan,
has said that if 25 per cent do
not pay, then there will be a
deficit of £40 million in Lothian
alone. Does EUSA think this
moaning by students, who will
only pay 20 per cent as well as
many having the rates com po·
nent of their rent disappear, will
win public sympathy?
Peter McCormac~

102 MORNINGSIDE ROAD
EDINBURGH
Tel : 447 6086

Where .YOU co,;,,,first
20% Student Discou nt
Monday, Tuesday, ,
Wednesday.

SO!
WHY SHOULDN'T YOU
BE THE ONE TO DO
IT?

STAMDt
. EUSA
·
ElectionITT.·
l2thMay L}d

88

N o mination forms for all positions are available from .
the A ssociation Offices (Student Centre). all · Union
Houses, Societies Centre (60 The Pleasance) and the
Union shops.
Nominations close at 12 noon on Tuesday, 3rd May 1988.
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STUDENTS'
ASSOCIATION
GENERAL ELECTIONS
Thursday 12th May~ 1988
Nominations are now open for the following positions:

Association-Wide Positions
PRESIDENT (Sabbatical)
DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Sabbatical)
SECRETARY (Sabbatical)
TREASURER (Sabbatical)

SOCIETIES CONVENER
PUBLICATIONS CONVENER
FINANCE COMMITIEE (3 Seats)

S.R.C. Positions
CONVENERS:
Accommodation
Community Affairs
Education
External
Transition
Welfare

FACULTY CONVENERS:
Arts
Dentistry
Divinity
Law
Medicine
Music
Science
Social Science
Veterinary Medicine

ARTS FACULTY -Secretary
- Treasurer
LAW FACULTY -Honorary Secretary
- Honorary Treasurer
-Vice-President
-2nd, 3rd and 4th Year Representatives

FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES :
Arts Undergraduate
Arts Postgraduate
Dentistry
Divinity
Law
Medicine
Music
Science Undergraduate
Science Postgraduate
Social Science Undergraduate
Social Science Postgradua~e ·
Veterinary Medicine

6 Seats
1 Seat
1 Seat
1 Seat
2 Seats
4 Seats
1 Seat
8 Seats
2 Seats
4 Seats
1 Seat
1 Seat

MEDICAL FACULTY -Secretary
- Treasurer
-Publicity Secretary
-Phase Ill Representatives
(3 Seats)
SCIENCE FACULTY -Secretary, Treasurer
SOCIAL SCIENCE FACULTY- Secretary, Treasurer

FACULTY COUNCIL POSITIONS:
SOCIETIES COUNCIL POSITIONS:
Secretary, Treasurer

Union Positions
Committee of Management
Debates Convener
House Convener-Chambers Street/Mandela Centre/Teviot Row
House Secretary- Chaml:)ers Street/Mandela Centre/Teviot Row
Life Member
Ordinary Member (3 Seats)

HOUSE COMMITTEES:
Chambers Street
Mandela Centre
Teviot Row

4 Seats
4 Seats
4 Seats

DEBATES COMMITTEE

5 Seats

Nomination forms for all positions are available from the Association Offices (Student Centre), all
Union Houses, Societies Centre (60 The Pleasance) and the Union shops.
Nominations close at 12 noon on Tuesday, 3rd May 1988
,_
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Everything 1s

Wonderful

restrained
surroundings
greeted all the old fevourit~ Each And Everyone, When All's
Well and Trouble and Strife in
Glasgow Pavilion
particular - but it wasn't until
With the exception of the the session musicians were sent
back to the dressing-rooms that
odd single, I've never been the
evening really began. EBTG
a particular fan of this band . are at their best with the songs
Their albums, on the whole, stripped down to basics. Come
atways struck me as being On Home was beautiful, while
just too cosy and nostalgic. . The Night I Heard Caruso Sing
Opening with the backing and Little Hitler were emotive
band playing the dreadful Crab- without ever being corny.
walk didn't really get things off Tracey and Ben have a ~alent for
to a promising start either. Then simple, sensitive songs and an
on they came - Ben looking ability to perform them without
bloated in a tight suit (so this is turning them into cheap melodwhere the pregnancy rumours rama.
By the end 'of the set the audi·
came from) and Tracey looking
sweet and youthful in her beret ence had mustered up enough
reaction to get them back for a
and stripes.
handful
of encores which saw
To someone who saw EBTG
as essentially humourless it was pop's oddest couple looking
su rprised.
and
a nice surprise to hear Ben's genuinely
attempts at audience involve- delighted, either that or alt this
ment with his Rick Astley jokes sentimentality had made me
and calls for reql_!ests. Polite gullible.
James Haliburton
applause, appropriate to the

EVERYTHING BUT THE
GIRL

action before and after the accident I didn't notice any difference
...
The songs performed were
Seeing Def Leppard in naturally enough excellent, cul·
led
mainly
from
•the Pyromania
action at the Playhouse left
no doubt as to why they are and Hysteria albums although a
couple of older classics, Bringin '
one of the hottest proper·
On The Heartbreak and Leth Go,
ties on the music front at were aired. The only disappointKicking off with Davy and
The track A Girl I Used To the momnent - this show ment was the fact that they've
shortened their set by a few
~~~ig~ ~~~n~b~~~~i~r~~~~~ :~r~~F:r~ a~a;~~;;;:?LJ~;~ +~ really smoked. As well as numbers
since they last hit these
album was achieved and
Ken with the sparkle of You 're putting out albums of out· shores in September.
accomplishing commendable The One That 1Want at the end. rageous class and original• Opening with Stagebcoers of Bowie's Kooks an Danny Wilson deserves suc· ity, they produce a live right, they moved through every
enrapturing version of Abba's cess, for their sound is refresh- spectacle
which
leaves shade of mood and feeling, with
Knowing Me Knowing You.
ing and an air of perfectionism most at the starting post.
highlights. including' the new
New songs such as I Don 't about them . It will not be long
This band really has all the single, Armageddon It, Too Late
KnowWho/Amgaveaninsighf before we start hearing " Ah, qualities you could expect of a For Love and the anti-war state·
for the future, but ultimately it the Dannysl" Now thats a Band quality rock outfit- guitar duel- ments of Gods Of War and Die
was Mary's Prayer, the best I'd like to ken."
ling in the style pioneered by the Hard The Hunter. Encores were
single of any year in my coll ec·
John Paul Morrison likes of Thin Lizzy is provided by of course pr6vided in the form of
tion, that received the greatest r---------~ Ste:ve " Steamin"' Clark and Phil Animal and Photograph.
accolation of the night from the
LOADSAFUN!
Collen, underpinned by a
With material of this standard
crammed in and predomin·
Yes, here on the music pages rhythm team tight as a nun's backed up by first-rate exhibiantly
Dundonian-connected,
we have a zany, wacky time all knees (Rick Savage and Rick tions of technical ability, stagec·
?udience.
the time. If you likepranks so Allen) and topped by the voice raft and boundless energy, this
cunning you could brush your and persona of vocalist Joe· ·show could never fail. This is the
teeth with them, and you know Elliott. And if you're one of those band setting the standards for
the difference between a gig people whose main awareness rock 'n' roll performance, both
"Come watch me bleed,"
and haircut, then come on of Leppard is because of their
said the man on the Playhouse down to the music meetings. one-armed drummer, let me tell studio and live, and the others
have a lot of catching up to do.
stage, as he interspersed clasTed Linehan
sics like No More Mister Nice ~~s~~oi~ ~:tsun~t-. you can ca~I me you that having seen him in
Guy and Dead Babies with new
carrion, such as Gail, Chop
PERE UBU/THE MEKONS
Chop Chop, and the anti musicVenue
censorship anthem Freedom .
And bleed he CE!rtainly did. But
The first time I heard The
was it kosher? Was it ideologiModern Dance I thought
cally sound?
something had to be wrong
Alice Cooper has always pro· with
my
record-player.
vided his audience with an Coincidentally there was,
alternative to the 'norm' : when
but this is not to devalue
everybody else was doing
stage-shows like Lloyd-Webber the enduring strangeness
productions, he gave us the of Pere Ubu's twisted whin·
Rocky ' Horror Show; when
ing rumbles and underwa·
everyone sang about Puppets· ter vocal sounds. Before we
on Strings and being r-r- got our twisted whining
respectible,
he
presented
rumbles, however, we got
thumbnail-sketches of less for·
The Mekons, blinking at us
tunate, more realistic, grittier
through
a clinging smog of of folk-derived R&B cowpunk him :
members of society. 1971 Ven.ue sweat, and talk· influences. None of them are
The Ballad Of Dwight Frye, the
" I could lose all my beautiful
story of the father locked in the
ing knowledgeably about particularly pretty or can play weight here and everyone
sanitarium; 1980 - the Steven fish. The made a ringingly very well, and for this I enjoyed would say, why David, you look
Trilogy, tt:le Equus-like story of pleasant crunching noise, them immensely, shoring their like Jim Morrison I And that'd be
a disturbed childhood, and its and displayed a nice line in ruins against the ongoing Stock the end." ·
consequences in adu lt life. In
Aitken Waterman condom and
Indeed. Having already tried
1988 he presents us with the social realism.
to describe their set to people I
" I caught a train down to Shef- Sock-Shop hegemony.
story of a psychopath and his
know
in advance that none of
Ubu
come
from
Ohio,
the
Pere
field/In my mind I was already in
victim, enacted on stage.
only state in the Union with a you will believe my tales of
Shocking?
Undoubtredty. hell. "
semi-naked women invading
You get the feelin g they no zero at either end, and the proud
Dangerous? No. His characterthe stage and toppling frop
longer enjoy it as much as they perpetrator of a lake so clogged
portraits are such that we 1can
shoulders by the bar, of dan!!c
pretend, struggling to be funny with industrial waste that it
emphasise, but NEVER symcrypto-hippies writhing on the
and arch between songs white bursts into spontaneous flames
pathise with them ..
floor with bottles of blue label
the audience deconstruct the once or twice a year. This is also
vodka, nor of the accordion
how
they
sound,
making
me
Alice Cooper does not preach bar, and generally not playing
glad for pollution. The unmugg- solos. So perhaps l sho\,lld just
violence or Devil-worship, Ql.lt Never Be In A Riot.
able David Thomas squawks whinge about the sound,-which
" Any requests?"
he does make fun of just about·
was crap enough to obscure
heartwarmingly straight into
"
Tell
us
a
joke
about
your
everything. And a sense of
Non-Alignment Pact, like a Allen Ravenstrie's trademark
.humour is something we're all mother-i n-law."
peculiar twitterings and whees
No longer particularly coun· beret-wearing Oliver Hardy,
going to need in the years
on his old Box Brownie
ahead, as students in UK Uni· trifled, having realised Mark only without the beret, and gen· analogue synth
erally
being
totally
groovy
and
Haggard doesn't vote Labour,
versities.
Graham Meikle
Ray J. Jordan they casually air an assortment fab. The heat appears to distress

DEFLEPPARD
Playhouse

DANNY WILSON
The Venue

The reception Danny Wil-

son received on the last
Saturday of last term was
euphoric, finally herald ing the emergence of the
greatest piece of merchan-

dise to leave Dundee, since
Ford. Their set is now one

of competence, clarity and
cohesion, sparkled with
humour and originality.

ALICE COOPER
Playhouse

Statanist7 Supreme Black
Humourist? The

Sickest
Man on Earth? Personal
friend
of
Mary
Whitehouse?
Madam
Rector Once asked him if

his shows were about the
perpetual 'Nightmare' of
not selling any records, but

with two sell-out nights at
the Playhouse, and about

to start work on his 20th
album, this must be the
least of Alice Cooper's

worries.
Running for Governor of
Arizona next month (his slogan: A Troubled Man For Troubled Time$), ex 'Muppet Show'
Star, and with a six handicap at
golf, this son of a Preacher-Man
promised us a bigger 'shockshow' than the last 'Nightmare
Returns' Tour. This featured
blood being flicked into the
audience, a camerman impaled
on a mike-stand, and Alice himself being guillotined for his
cimes. Again, from the illusion
of the disappearing monster in
Teenage Frankenstein, to the
gallows scene in Killer, the
enormous bloOd-filled balloons that exploded in the
stalls, not even mentioning the
controvetsial
stalk'n'slash
sequence, he delivered the
goods.
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Bold Eagles

THE SUGARCUBES
DE(JS

MARTIN STEPHENSON
AND THE DAINTEES
GLADSOME, HUMOUR
AND BLUE
Kitchenware LP

SHEIKFAWAZ
MOHAMMED'S HOUSE
Circa 12"
!his record, although entertaining, is a sham. Sheik Fawaz
should stand up and declare
himself ps the phoney he is.
Mohammed's House - Live
at the Hareem is about as corny
as camels and pyramids. It's as
far
east
as
Musselburgh.
Nevertheless it is a cracking idea
to get a thumping House bass
line and cut and cover it with
Arabic wailing butonlyifyou are
sympathetic to the beauty that is
Arabic singi ng. Don't water it
down - hit us with the real stuff·
and get rid of that terrible Ofra
Haza woman . Sa/em A/ekum
(Arabic for Yo!) on the reverse is
a stab in the right direction. Rock
the Casbah, mash up the
minaret, or even stamp in the
souk, but no " Live at the
Hareem".
Alasdair Friend

Wrth the release of their debut single, Good Thing, The
Vultures flew over from Hollywood to talk to Alasdair
Friend about their lives, music and the perils of rock and
roll.

What sets Martin Stephenson
apart from the dross, and he
this characteristic with
Morrissey, is his ability to see
beauty in the most mundane
and everyday things and then
express that beauty in ,.rwords
and music. When was the last
time, for example, you heard
Rick Astley sing about " In the
greenhouse, my grandfather
and me"?
What ca n I say except buy this
LP, send for the free poetry book,
see the Daintees live and, most
of all, cherish Martin Stephen·
son as someone writing and
siFlging beautiful songs simply
because that's what he loves
doing.,
Dessie Fahy
~hares

Edinburgh has always clung jealously onto its re putation as a
fertile·breeding ground for chains and family trees of interlinked and
intertwined bands. Incestuous is an over· used adjective but with '
a certain ring of truth to it. This intei'breeding far from producing
mutant rats with two heads has resulted in too many bands

sounding too much like another and going nowhere fast.
The Vultures, the latest child of Edinburgh spawn, however, are
something different. Their first single, just released, is musically far
removed from the more established Edinburgh cireuit while at the
same time has much to thank The Motorcylcle Boy for. The single
being financed by them.
·•
The Vultures are Janie on vocals, Anna and Alison on guitar and
bass, and Andy on drurris. Andy is a newcOmer to both the· band and
drums, replacing Ian Binns who, according to Jamie: .. Fell
unfortunate vtctim to spontaneous combustion."
Andy made his debut in the band after a sett-taught, three-month
crash course on drums and now claims: "I have the proficiency of
the one-armed rhythm section in Def Leppard." The Vultures run on
a budget that prohibrts such luxurieJ as instruments or equipment,
although Andy is the proud owner of a set of drumsticks.
Janie describes their music as wild angry; fun music - The·
Vultures live for pain". This is certainly evident in the single Good
Thing, an exuberant rollercoaster of a record. It has attracted great
interest in both the music press and post-Primitive Radio One.
Some of this generated by ·a rather wild press release that claimed
the band originated from Hollywood USA a~d were all failed beauty
school students, a rather unfortunate misunderstanding.
This you can judge for yoursetf when tl")ey play Potterrow with
The Motorcycle Boy on Frktay 13th May.

The

Mary Rose
Bistro
112 Hanover St
Edinburgh
Tel 031 220 l188

Pr_i~s

Justa st_ep lrbn,
Street. this is very definitely the spot for day and late·rnght
celebratJOn: ~uwill fi~the bar~~ until 2.00a.m. servir.gawtde range of foreign
beers !'nd a warm. 1.ively p!ace 1t is. often with musical entertainment. Italian.
French and En~hsh dis.hes are available and snacks include pizzas. filled rolls and
home-made soup. Visitors from a!I parts of .the world have enjoyed the super
relaxed atmosphere at the Mary Rose B1s1ro in the heart of EdinbuJgh.
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THE FLESH VOLCANO
SLUT
Some Bizarre 12"

MICRODISNEY
39MINUTES
It has been ave' a yeac s;nce

Crooked Mile, Microdisney's last
album. 1f anything, 39 Minutes is
If ever a coupling deserved the an even more complete al bu m
title 'a match made in heaven' than this. It continues · the ~
then this is it - Marc Almond development
of
Sean
and Clint Ruin togeth er as The , O'Hagan's smoother sound with
Flesh Volcano. Slut is the perCathal Cough lan's beautifully
feet antidote and attack on all astute and merciless lyrics as

·~~:~~~la;h~~ni~~i~~~~~~~e.li~= ~~~~ff~~disd~~~~~V~~. as
these exist as an alternative to
the safe, neutered m u sic that
most people are content with.
There's no reason why music
should' be· instant and harmless. Slur is obsessive and difficult but ultimately consuming
and rewarding. Atmond is at his
least controlled, arrogant and
sneering and Ruin is at his most
destrictuve, undermining con-

~~~~~~~~t s~~c~~~loa:gr!~~~:

ever.
Back To The Old Town plays
with reactions, backing the ear-'
nest and distu rbing voca ls with
sublime "woo-woos" from the
fiftie s-sounding Fabulous Golden Showers; Sou/Man has Cathal almost disbelievingly telling
us "he laughed at me". Then
there is Cathat's impersonation
of a totally unhinged Ian Paisley

~~~~.g

" I am a reasonable

The cover of 39 Minutes teaMae West and bargepoles are tures a collage of every distastedriven by a feedback-riddled fur aspect of British society:
and strident wall of sound above this there is the red rose of
reminiscent of Coi l and Foet us. socialism, withered and dead.
Despite the apparent ~im plic- Microdi sney are committed in
ity of the lyrics and the t~ steless every sense to show what is
cover this is not.a pueri le exe r- happening to this country of
cise in shock but a venom.oils ours. Perhaps when people
derision of insipidity and fake· develop consciences Microdisness. I can't quite imagine sing- ney's record sates w ill risA in
ing this in the shower though.
accordance.
James Haliburton
Loretta Bresciani

'
' -

-.

LE MYSTERE DES VO/X
BULGARES Vol 2
4 AD LP
There is no mystery in Bulga·
rian music and singing, the only
enigma is why do 4AD feel it
necessary to shroud it in such.
To do so is to make it all the
more inacce~sib1e to the wider
audience that this deserves.
!hat is the .only complaint, for
this r:icord is another .of outstand.mg beauty and nchn~ss
that 11 . !eaves you wond~nng
why . 11 s not. more widely
acclaimed. The rncan~ory cha~ts
are of such extraordinary wide
vocal tones ~nd so comptetley
flawle~sthat •twoutd perh~ps be
better if 4AD kept t~e sub~ect of
them the myste_ry. 1'!1 Gomg To

~~~n~0Xi~e ~:heJ:'~:J::r:;'~;
Gi::t Up My Daug~ter lose, as rs

s_aid, a gre~t.deat in the transla-

!1on. Forth is is what these beautiful songs a_nd ~hants are,
folksongs dealing with the mu~·
dane and com monplace. All tn·
b~te to tho:>e who have brol!ght
th!s Byzantine/Ottoman mus 1 ~to

thiscountf'\.'.,b~tlessoftheEur?

pean colonial idea of the mystic
east.
Alasdair Friend
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Prayer Meeting

The merry month of
March was very
much a happening
time for Dundee's
Danny Wilson. A year
after the release of
their Meet Danny
Wilson LP the band
finally seemed on the ·
verge of
consolidating their
cult following and
becoming the latest
in a motley crew of
Scottish bands to
gain national
recognition. As part
of a warm-up tour for
their supporting role
at Wembley with
Simply Red, Danny
Wilson visited
Edinburgh. Prior to
wooing the Venue
crowd, Craig McLean
had a prayer meeting
with the band's Kit ·
Clark and asked
"What does a
Scottish band sound
like anyway?" .

These few Scottish. dates, D~nny Wilson's first UK gigs of the
year, are something of a testing time for the band. Following their
support slot on Simply Red's trek across America last year, playing
places such as Dingwall or the cosy little Venue will surely be vastly
different from the American tour, bringing the.band down to earth
again fTom the dizzying heights of the Simply Red monster touring
machine (ahem)?
•The American gigs varied that much. Just from the size of

America from state to state there were some places where Simply
Red weren't big at all and we were playing places not much

GIG GU IDE.
Welcome back to · the guide
that gets you therel Now that
you're all back refreshed and
ready to go after the Easter vaca·
tion, we bring you the best of
what's on offer (in fact just about
everything that's on , offer) to
tingle your shell-likes.
Tonight at the Venue veteran
Metal boys Budgie will be churning out the deci~ls, but Friday
looks more promising with ace
cajun/creole/bluegrass etc etc
band Swamptrash at the Venue.
If you haven't seen them yet, do
so for your own sake. lf you

~igger

than this. Then there were other times we we're playing much
bigger venues...
As it happens the return of the band to the live circuit in Britain
coincided with the release for the third time of Ma,Ys Prayer, the
flagship of the Danny Wilson Armada. How do you feel about this
ceaseless pushing of the single7
.. I don't m ind. tt's Virgin that want to go with it. I've not got any
complaints - there must be some people in England who have"n't
heard it yeti ..
Is this tireless promotion merely the tip of the corporate iceberg,
the public aspect of Virgin pressure on you to make it big7
..Actually, they've been really good to us. In the first place they
just let us go away and spend an entire year making an album. They
financed it all without testing the water with singles."
So ~hey were willing to take risks with you7
.. Aye, they were, which is really good."
It could be, however, that Danny Wilson are now .. paying" forth is
good·naturedness of Branston et co. by the latter's determination
to sell a single that is admittedly a sweet dollop of Dundee
marmalade compared with the stale toast th.at is our National Chart
("'The Nation's No. 1" and all that crap). The message from Virgin
HQ is almost "You will buy Mary's Prayer, 0 pop kids of Britain".
And they have. In the face of such record company control, does
staying In Dundee, light years away from the centre ofthe universe
(i.e. London), pose many problems?
"Em, ilot re811y, Sometimes it does but it's pretty ,easy to get
down there; as long as we're not paying for It."
Another aspect of the South = everything, North = where? bias
of the music scene is the difficulty many bands have in actualty
playing up here.
"We really want to play in Dundee, but right now the cost of
doing Scottish gigs is amazing. Just because we've got our crew
and stuff together they've got to come up from down there and
bring their gear up and get paid for rehearsals. And obviously with
not selling any records we're not exactly minted!"
As far as the music press goes, their approaches to music· in
Scotland differ markedly. Melody Makerf'rlnstancedon't even have
a reviewer to cover gigs in Scotland, whereas NME sent ma Inman
Adrian Thrills up especiatty for tonight's gig. The latter case is
perhaps an indication thatthe press are warming to Danny Wilson.
have, yoU don't have to be told
twice. Meanwhile, Platform at
the Queen's Haff brings us
guitar-vocalist and ex-Ornette
Coleman sideman James Blood
Ulmer and his trio. He is reputed
to have become more "accessi·
bleH recently, whatever that
might mean (will there be fi1
tune?). Saturday night doesn't
look particularly interesting,
with Groundhogs at the Hard
Rock Cafe down at the Venue.
Sunday is big band price night,
with Erasure at the Playhouse.
You've seen them on TV.
Into next week, and on Monday That Petrol Emotion g.race
the boards of the Venue, with
Great Leap Forward in support.

" Adrian Thrills from the very start was realty into us. But I
suppose they've got to stick to paper policy In what they cover.
Melody Maket's not even a music paper any more, it's all about
fitba' and drinking."
Kit rejects the notion of Danny Wilson being part of the new era
of not-very-Scottish-sounding-at-all Scottish bands that everyone
keeps papping on about.
" I really hate the scene thing, where anybody trying to do
anything in bands IS-trying to makethemsefves sound like Hipsway
when they should just be doing what they want to do."
A (the only7) benefit of the polished, funkified sound of Hipsway,
Hue & Cry et al., vastly different as It is from the early 80s Postcard
sound, has been the destruct~n of the misco.lception that there
exists a "Scottish sound" which all Scottish bands ought to base
their music round. Do Danny Wilson consider themselves as
sounding like anybody7 You're probably sick fed up of this, but
what about all the Steely Dan comparisons?
" No, actually one of the good things about that is that when we
first brought out the album, people were sort of accusing us of
sounding like Steely Dan as though it was a bad thing. And all we
ever said was It's not an insult, it's a compliment, so what's the
worry7 I don't think we're that close to them, it's just that people
like to pigeonhole yOu."
·
About a year and a half ago, one of the music papers did a feature
<On the new bands with supposed steely Dan influences and when
they askeO Deacon Blue about this they just refused to comment, as
if they were ashamed of the comparison.
"I don't think Deacon Blue sound like them. The moment
anybody_ puts a melody and a rich chord in a sinjl th~y _get accused
of be'lng like Steely Dan; and the thing that's really annoying is that
people like Melody Maker start shouting about it not being different
and it's just absolute shite. It is the most different stuff going about.
I don't see what's different or rebellious about tu ming your guitars
up loud and thrashing."
There's nothing musically accomplished about being different
just for the sake of being differett1: .
"That's not even different I That happened in 1957 and they're still
saying it's rebellious now. Everybody's grandad's done it!"
Though it's taken over a year for Mary's Prayer to leap into-the
charts here, it reached No. 22 in the American chart last summer,
perhaps indicating that American audierices are more receptive to
the Danny Wilson sound due to its Steety Dan/West Coast
references?
" I heard a good story actuaOy when we were over there at first. It
was in some paper that when radio people first heard the album,
until they heard the Scottish accents they actually thought it was
Steely Dan under a pseUdonynm. Which I cannot understand at all.
Again it's people wanting something to latch onto. It's jUst not
worth worrying about."

It is the most different stuff going about. I don't see what's
different or rebellious about turning your guitar up loud
and thrashing.
So doesn't it bother you about how the press can misinterpret
and misinform?
"No, the three of us got together and just decided to do whatever
we wanted and make what we thought was good music."
And has this pure musical idealism remained intact in the Virgin
fold7 Have they tried to mould you in a certain direction, perhaps
get BobCleamountaln Iii to remix your singles?
·
..Ah, there's been a few of them but we just usualty leugh. They'll
always .t ry and do that because they're just a business. It's just the
same as selling orange juice, it's a product they have to sell.' tf
they're close-minded enough to think that somebody had• hit 'cos
ofBobClearmountain ... lt'snotBobCleamrountaln~madethat
song a hit, it's a fuckin' great song I"
Does the fact that they're trying to sell your music as a product
just to make cash detract form your enjoyment at making musk:7
"tf we're making music that we enjoy, the reason I see for getting
a record deal in the first place is 'cos you think, well, I think people
should hear this, I think they'll like It. And the avenue It goes
through is big business, big money, and they deal with it whatever
they do but we try our hardest to stick to what we like when it
comes to marketing."
Regarding "fulfilment•, " enjoyment• and •tun artistic control",
would Danny Wilson be better off on an India label7
" No, because at the moment we've got maximum artistic control
other than because we live in Dundee we can't always be in there
supervising artwork and stuff. But lndie labels don't get to many
people. And the point of getting a record .deal is 'to let as many
people as possible hear your music. ..
In Danny Wilson _we have a band where, unusually for these
bimbo-ridden times, music, their own musk, matters more than
Image and money, and where success means letting as many
people as possible hear your music, and nothing more. Meet Danny
Wilson, you'll like them.

If you fancy going along, better
get your tickets earlyis.h at either
Virgin or Ripping.
, Our last gig of the Quideisone
that anyone with the remotest
interest in jazz can't afford to
miss, as Edinburgh's own
Tommy Smith Celebrates his
21st birthday at the Queen's
Hall. With him will be several
guests, including his "mentor".
vibes-player Gary Burton. And if
you're into ridicu lous extremes
go along to hear the otherpro·
digy who'll be there, pianist
JaSon Robello who is still a teenager. I feel ~epressed (Tues)
'Chastity Handy
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111mmmom11 THE CEN1
DEBUNTANTE
Preservation Hall, Victoria St,

SAT23APR

THURS 21 APR

GROUND HOGS

,.

226 3816

.

heavy Metal

The ~enue, Calton Rd 557 3073 ~:~:vrr:~:~~e
Evening.
With support Hard Rock Cafe.
WHERE'S RIALTO?
Tickets available in advance.
Negociants, Lothian St,
late Bar and Disco.
225 6313

THE DAN BLOCKER

CONTRABAND .
Negociants, Lothian St

BUDGIE
The Venue, Calton Rd. 557 3073
Evening
Late Bar and Disco

EXPERIENCE
~;~~~;a;ts, Lothian S!,

I

2256313

Mozart's Piano Concerto No 11. Repertoire includes Beethin F. with pianist Mitsuko oven's Quartet in E minor.
Uchida.
Bar and Restaurant from 6 pm.

FRI 22 APR
SWAMPTRASH
The Venue, Calton Rd 557 3073
Evening
Late Bar and Disco
JAMES BLOOD ULMER TRIO
Queen's Hall, Clerk St 668 2019
9.30pm
Part of the Platform Jazz series
for summer.
RICH FREE FALL
Negociants, Lothian St 225 6313
9 pm. Free
BO' WEEVIL
preservation Hall , Victoria St
2263816
£1 after 9.30 pm
Blues

SUN24APR
ERASURE and ZIP
Playhouse. Greenside Pl.
557 2590
7.30 pm. Tickets £6.50, £5.50.
CAY and TENESMUS
Soundtrack Rock Club, Venue.
Calton Rd. 557 3073
7.30 pm £1
Sunday rock.
EAT THE PEACH
Bandwaggon, Morrison St.
8.30 pm. Free.

MON25APR
THAT PETROL EMOTION and
GREAT LEAP FORWARD
The Venue, Calton Rd, 557 3073
Evening.
Tickets available in advance
from
Virgin and Ripping
Records.

BEDLAM
225 9873

TUES 26APR

DERIVATIVES

LORENZACCIO
Lunchtime 1.30 pm Wed 27
April

~?~~~ ::;1s~b~ plays. An Edge

Charity performance 7.30 pm

1

iHE PERISTAUSIS BROTHERS
Negociants, Lothian St,
225 6313
9 pm. Free.
BILLY JONES and
THE BIG PICTURE
Venue, Calton Ad, 557 3073
Evening .
TOMMY SMITH'S 21st
BIRTHDAY PARTY
Queen's Hall. ClerkSt,668 2019
Bpm
Quartet and Chamber Ensemble from Platform Jazz.
RUSH
SECC- Glasgow
Eveni ng.
Hippy rock re-emerging after
the release of 'Hold Your Fire'.
FAT AND FRANTI C with THE
NATTERJACKS
Wiliie House, Cowgate 8 pm
Tickets £3 from Student Centre
Shop

WED27 APR
PREACHER!$ DAUGHTER
Music Box, Victoria St, 220 1708
Evening.

1

production in association with i~~~~;~ ~~~i)c
EUTC. All day cafe and free The Scottish premiere of this
?abaret/exhiPi~ions,
any~.ne play by D'Alfred de Musset
interested
m
performing translated by John Fowles.
(music) in cafe , go along ~nc 16th century Florence under
contact Jon, Stefan and Brian. the rule of the Medicis: passion
nckets £2, £1.50, £1.
and intrigue.

TAM WHITE
Negociants, Lothian St,
9 pm. Free.

LYCEUM
GRINDLAYST

2299697

MOTHER COURAGE AND HER
CHILDREN
Until 30April 7.45 pm
£2.70-£6
One woman's fortunes during
the Thirty Years War, by Bertold Brecht. Visually challenging if overlong and a littl e
unsatisfactory.

TRAVERSE
GRASSMARKET

2262633

ANNA CAMPBELL
Fri 22 April-Sun 14 May 7 .30 pm

£4.50 (£2.50)

EXHIBITIONS
COLLEGE OF ART
LAURISTON Pl

Mon-Sat 10 am-5.30 pm
THREE STRANDS - exhib of
embroidery transferred from
Kelvi~gn;>ve,
Glasgow.
lmag1~at1ve and co~olfrful use
of textiles and techniques.

l;Jta:&i;JtJ1)3M(,);Jj1i
BLACKFRIARS ST

NATIONAL GALLERY

229 9311 THE MOUND

556 8921

TURNER'S ILLUST~AflONS
OF THE POETICAL WORKS
OF THOMAS CAMPBELL
Until 31st May
More
brilliantly
coloured
watercolours to add to the gallery's collection. To be exhi-

~:t~dthi; V~ungu~nryBe~v~~t. year,

557 0707

FRUITMARKET

NINE CATALYTIC sTb10Ns
by PAUL NEAGU
29 MARKET ST
2252383
Until 30th ApJil
Major force in British sculpture Tues-S8t 10 am-5.30 pm Sun
and philosophy tightly- 1.30-5.30 pm
grouped structures are surrounded by drawings of the RICHAADHAMILTON-aleadsculptures. Hyphens, star$ and ing British artist, Hamilton has
abstract shapes are bound put together a series of prints,
together by space and concept.

10

SAT23APR
GRAN D FETE AND FUNFAIR
West Meadows 2 pm
The big opening event of Charities Week-with a kaleidescope of
colourful and attractive events. Funfair!! Hot Air Balloon Display
by EU Hot Air Balloon Club!! Pop Music!! {open air concert by an
as yet unnamed but popular band). All this and more - bottle
stall s, tombola, coconut shy, pie-throwing, archery, refreshments
. A good afternoon for all.
RAG RAIDS
On Saturday 23rd and Wednesday 27th April, buses w ill leave
8.30-9 asm bearing eager students, armed with rag-mags,
destined for al l parts of the country to sel l! sel l I sel l! Either_you can
organise, with ESCA, you're own rag-raid or join another group.
A11 travelling expenses will be paid if you collect 11/2timesthe cost
(nae probs-go for it). See your charities rep. or contact the ESCA
offices as soon as po'ssible.

NINE-LEGGED BED Pus'H
Meadows, Starts at 1.30 pm
A fancy-dress bedpush - teams of six people will haul a bed
round the Meadows- North Meadow Wa lk, Jawbone Walk, West
Meadow Walk and back to North Meadow Walk. Prizes wi ll be
given for the fastest time and the best dressed team.

~THE

THEATRE
2 FORREST ROAD

RAGWI

9 pm. Free.

Evening. Free

THE DAISY CHAIN
9pm. Free
CONNECTION
Country & Western
Music Box, Victoria St 220 1708
SCOTTISH CHAMBEA
Evening.
ORCHESTRA
VANBURGH STRING
Queen's Hall, Clerk St. 6683456 QUARTET
7.45 pm Ticlcets £3-£8.80 (£2 Queen's Hall , Clerk St 668 2019
concession)
I
7.45 pm. Tickets£4,£3, (£1 conHalfidi Hangrimsson conducts cessions)

TRANSACTION
The Music Box, Victoria St
220 1708
9.30 pm . Free

THE WEEKLV GUI[

drawings, a video and displays
in response to James Joyce's
Ulysses. On Friday 22nd Apri l,
6.15 pm, our own Owen.Dudley
Edwards will conduct a tour of
the prints and drawings.

GEORGE SQ.THEATRE
GEORGE SQUARE
BHAVAlYAAS OF GUJARAT
25 April, 7 .30 pm
Dance from North-West India
- stories are told by a mixture
of dance and music in this traditional folk form. Male dancers
grow their hair long and impersonate female dancers, this is
the first time this company has
visited Britain. Tickets from
kalpna restaurant.

MON25APR
TORCH LIGHT PROCESSION AND
CEILIDH
StartsBpm
Castle Esplanade - Calton Hill- W ilkie House
One of the most spectacular events of Charities Week. Crowds
gather at the Castle Esplanade from 8. 15 pm. Torches are lit and
the procession moves off down the Royal Mile and the North
Bridge, along Waterloo Place and Regent Road to Calton Hill,

;r~~~ee~~e,'r~;i~a?:o~ :~~~~~~ c~~,7~~~i~~:t:i~~';;~~~~e~~s~~~is~~)
the appeal.
Torches with ceilidh tickets for sale from 8.30 pm onwards.
£3.50. Ceilidh in Wilkie House until 2 am. Phone ESCA office for
more details.
NERDS TRIKE RACE
Bristo Squa re, 1.30 pm
The first time for this highly cu ltured event. The inspiration was
the film " The Revenge of the Nerds". Teams of two can enter, preferably with their own kiddies cycle. One team member cycles
round Bristo Square whilst the other downs a can of beer. Teammates interchange five times {and then fall over from exhaustion
and the swift passage of alcohol to the brain). Race T-shirts, beer
supplied with £10 entry fee per team . Details from ESCA office.
Come on agrics, now's your chance to shine!

Launch of AS.SASSIN
ESCA Office, Guthrie Street
Deadline 2 pm
Another new event - fun for as many people as possible. Each
"assassain " is given a file, containing info - photo, personal,
details, timetable and course - on another "assassin". Object of
game is to "assassainate" your victim by cracking an egg over
their heads. The victim then has to surrender his/her "open" file
for the successful assassin to follow up. As you assassinate more
victims, you gain more files. 50p is paid for each closed file, and
each assassin will be paid on Saturday 30th at 12 midnight at the
Full Can Dance. Overall winner will receive a prize. Entry£2 -contact ESCA as soon as possible if interested.
PUB COLLECTION
Leave 7 pm from ESCA office.
A time old tradition in rag-week. Fancy-dresses are in limited supply at ESCA offices, otherwise dress-up and sell rag mags in Edinburgh pubs. Please ask landlord's permission and buy obligatory
drinks-or else I

~RE FOLD-c-•--•--··-·
MOONSTRUCK

FILMHOUSE

2.10, 5.1£0, 8.10

~E

TO WHAT'S ON

EEK '88
WED27 APR
HORIZONTAL CLUB
Princes St. 2 pm
A group of fearless mountaineers in full kit will be tackl ing the
sheer face of Princes St pavement. Collecting as they go - from
one end of Princes St to the other. Support it, or join in (if you have
a kit).

7 CLERK STREET

6677331

BROADCAST NEWS
2, 5,8
Romantic comedy set in tv
news room, with William Hurt.
With Jack Nicholson in a cameo
role.
THE LAST EMPEROR
2.15pm, 7.30pm
Epic ta.le of t he last emperor of
Chi na , who ended his days as a
gardener. Spectacular production which scratches the su rface of enigmatic land.

Pear Tree, 12.30 pm
Teams of four stretcher a jelly round half-a-dozen pubs, buy

NOWAY OUT
2. 10, 5.45, 8.20

CAMEO
2284141

ad rink in each one. lots of prizes, including one for most extrava-

38 HOME STREET

gent jelly. Details from ESCA offices.

WITHNAIL AND I
2 pm (except Su n) 4.20, 6.40, 9
Paul McGann in a tale of two
actors in 1969, often funny
depiction of a seedy side ot the
sixties.
SOM E LIKE IT HOT
Sun 24th 2 pm
F.xcellent camp comedv with
Marilyn, Jack Lemmon and
Tony Curtis.
PERSONAL SERVICES and
LEGAL EAGLES
Fri 22nd 11 .15
THE OUTLAW JOSEY WALES
and McCABE AND
MRS MILLAR
Sat 23rd 11.15
Two westerns, t he first with 01
Clint and the second with Warren Beattie and Julie Christie.

PUB GOLF
Pollock Ref 7 .30 pm
Not a club in sight - a drinking competition to test the most hardened beer'n'teerers. Drink your way round a 9'hole~ golf-course.
The holes are of course, watering holes. Voluntee rs take a drink in

P"~~r~~=~E~a=~~;~~ ~~::~~ ~~ni; ~~;r ~~~:~l~~:~~a~~~~t~=I~

pint is 2 par. A pint in one is four below pa r. nip in one isl below
par etc. Prizes for lowest score and most money raised.

STOCKS DAY
Bristo Square 1 pm
Some of your favourite celebrities (or least favourite - how did
they persuade Kenneth Baker?) will be locked in our stocks. Wet
sponges 10p. Bucket of gunk 50p. Need I say more?
SLAVE AUCTION
Teviot Megadisco, 9.30 pm onwards
Students volunteer to become slaves for 24 hours during a certain
period of time. It's all done under strict control so that no-one can
abuse the slaves in any way {without their consent!). So if your
lavatory bowl needs a good scrape, or any other odd jobs need
done, come along and bd for your victim.
~ This year we also have some very interesting col lectors items to
r)e auctioned - of special interest to Eastenders addicts, Blu e
Peter lovers, Neil Kinnock fan s and morel
WILKIE HOUSE GIGS
Wilkie House, Cowgate 8 pm·2 am
SWAMPTRASH and THE STYNGRITES play in new venue of WH.
Two bars.

SAT30APR
The Big Dayl
Franc Dress Breakfast
Princes St, outside Caley Hotel 9 am onwards.
Students in fancy-dress entertain shoppers whilst eati ng their
champagne and strawberry breakfast.
FLOATS PROCESSION
Regent Road, 2.30 pm
The Grand Finale - lots of decorated floats are to be judged by
The lady Provost before moving along Waterloo Place, Princes St
and up Lothian Road to Grassmarket. Pipe bands, entertainers
and others spectacles to enliven the day - a grand way to end
Charities Weekexcept for
FULL CAN DANCE
Teviot Row Union, till 2 am
Best night of the week and the last big night before the exams
(what77). Recknoning up of all the loadsamoney. Deaf Heights
Cajun Aces, The Styngrites and Billy Jones will be playing from 9
pm. Free entry with full can - £2 otherwise.

SUN 1 MAY
EDINBURGH HALF MA~THON
Holyrood Park, 9 am
ESCA have helped organise this event for the past two years run off all that beer and stra wberries. Contact ESCA for details.

CANNON
LOTHlAN ROAD

tion.
THE UNBEARABLE LIKENESS
OF BEING
phone for times

Excllent adaptation of Milan
Kundera's short story, set in
Czechoslovakia in 1968, abou t
personal and sexua l politics.
With Daniel Day-Lewis.

DOMINION
NEWBATTl.E TER
STAKEOUT
2.20. 5.20, 8.20
Romance and cops with Emilio
Estevez and Richard Dreyfuss.

THE EXORCIST and
EXERCOSTll
Sat2311.15 pm
JELLY RACE

Cher stars in an old-fashioned
slushy romance, but with a
forceful script and character isa-

2293030

EMPIRE OF THE SUN
2. 15, 7.15
Spielberg's bite at the cake of
China.

FATAl A TTRACTJON
2."15, 5.15, 8.15
The most over-rated film of
1988. psycho killer and infidelity. Glenn Close and Michael
Douglas.
HOPE AND GLORY
2, 5,8
Tales of World War II , affectionately and accu rately remembered.

FILM SOC
60Pl.EASANCE

557 0436

SALVADOR
11.15pm
THE MISSION
1.25am
Fri 22nd Odeon
South American double bill.
The first is painfully realistic,
the second beautifully photographed and has a ring of truth
to it.
PRICK UP YOUR EARS 6.45 pm
TENUE DE SOIRE E, 8.45 pm
George sq Theatre Sun 24th

88 LOlllAN ROAD

2282888

MANON OE SOURCES
Thurs 21st 5.45, 8.15 Fri 22nd,
Sat 23rd 8.15
Return of excl1ent tale of French
rural rivalry, with Gerard
Depardieu.

JEAN DE FLORETTE
Fri 22nd, Sat 23rd, 5.45
Continuation of " Jean . . .
Jean's daughter, the beautiful
w ild haired Manon has a
chance for revenge.
BLUE VELVET
Fri 22, 2.30 Sat 23, 11
Sadism and fa ntasy with
Dennis Hopper, ~nd lsabelli
Rossilini, unusual and distrbing film.
SID AND NANCY
Thu 21st, Fri 22nd, 8.15
Punk is deadl So are they!
Shame ..
THE BIG PARADE
Thur 21st-Sun 24th, 6.30, 6.45
Sat 23, 2.30, 4.40
Chinese film by the maker of
"Yellow Earth " six ctrmy
recruits struggle for individuality.
BABETTE'S FEAST
Sun 24th-Tue 3rd, 6.15, 8.30
Wed 27th,3
Adaptation of " out of Africa "
author's short story, a tale of a
Parisien chef living in austere
Denmark, and the conflicts and
heartache resulting.
DREAMCH ILD
Mon 25th, Tues, 26th, 3
lewis Carroll and Alice, a
beautifully filmed love story.
Ian Holm stars.

i~!s~~~Tv!,~J~~~~.45

THE DECLINE OF THE A MERI· ·
815
CAN EMPIRE, 6.45 pm
'
'
' .
THE WORLD ACCORDING TO STROMBOLI & VOYAGE TO
GARP,K8.35pm
ITALY
George Sq Th eatre, Wed 27th
Mon 25th, 7.15

UNIVE·N TS

~

EU NEW SCOTLAND COUNTRY DANCE SOCIETY
7.30pm
McEwan Hall
Classes will resume today beginners at 7.30 pm.

FRl22APR
TICKET SALE - HISTORICAL
SOCIETY SUMMER BALL
Tickets wi ll be for sale in the
foyer for William Robertson
Building 11 am-4 pm, price £17
for non-members, £15 for
members. Or phone 667 4052
or 662 4404. Th e ball wi ll be
held in the No rth British Hotel,
Friday 29th April. Jazz band,
Ceilidh, disco, and a three
course meal w ith wine are
included in the cost. Black tie.

CATHOLIC
STUDENTS
UNION
12.30-2 pm
Common Room, 23 George Sq
Bread and Cheese lunch, only
60p. A ll welcome.

SUN24APR
CATHOLIC STUDENTS UNION
STUDENT MASS - chapel of
24 George Sq, 7.15 pm Fol-,
lowed by a beginning of term
party in Common Room, 23
George Sq. All welcome.
BYOB.

MON25APR

TUES26 APR

-

EU FENCING CLU B and others
CEILIDH
Teviot Row, 7.30 pm-11 .30 pm
Tickets on sale at door.

~estivat Fringe Auditions f9r

fou r plays. 27th and 30th, 3 pm,
Bedlam.
Teha!~e.
~lso
production, . t~chnical, tra:nt of
hou~e, pubhc1ty. F_urther tnformat1on contact K1rsteen Durwa rd 225 9873.
SCHUMACHER SOCIETY
Conference Room, Main Lib-

'"'Y

1CATHOLIC STUDENTS I
VNlON
6pm
~ 23 George Square Cafe
SQUASH · Fellowshi p meal. £11 A ll wel-

7.30 pm
Professo r
salter
of
the
Eng ineering dept will speak
his
wave
power
about
research. Followed by GM ' "Co-operatives and Community Enterprise in Scotland] "

EU CONSERVATIVES
Teviot Middle Reading Room
lunch 12.45 pm for 1 pm
Dr. David Thomas will b'e
speaking on the National
Health Service (which is in
good hands ... )

ESCA FLOATS PROCESSION
Sat 30th April
Any society wanting to take
part contact ESCAat 17 Guthrie
St 225 4061 or Al Clayton Holland House, lain Irving, Salisbury Green ••soon H posasl·
hie.

24
HOUR
MARATHON
Pleasance
From 5.30 pm on Friday to 5.30
p'TI on Satu rday, 32 valient
s· ,uash players will warm their
t..1lls(white spot of course) raising money for Save the Children Fund. Organised by Student Aid . Support them I By the
end they'll need it.

II

A.HTS

RICHARD HAMILTON:
INSTALLATIONS
Fruttmarkat Gallery;
unti11May
DMded Into two sections,
Richaird Hamilton's exhibition at
. the Fruitmarket is Impressive
and
thought-provoking.
Downstairs, the exhibition
spece is divkled into interiors,
tow subtle, yet commanding
lndMdual
lnmllatJons,
peradoxes In themselves. They
continue a theme that ha domiMted Britbh-bom Hamilton's
work since the 1950s and during
his Involvement of the Pop Art
cunu,. of the sixties. Now in the
1980s, his work shows an extension of these okl concepts, and
of collabor.tlons wtth artists,
s*ntwa and business corpor•
tiont. The latter can be seen in
the design of a new computer
commissioned by OHIO Scientific, and the " Lux 50•, a fully
opentional hi.fl system, commissk>ned by the Lux Corporation in Japan In 1973. Here the

THURS21AP.R1988

amplifier is incorporated into created and achieved by
the painting · so skittutty that mathematical means; the adopthere Is complete ambiguity In tion of a computer programme
the perspectives of the painted to execute and generate the
design, 'to the actual ampHfica- drawings for '"Ave Tyres
tion system, which;, only a few Remoulded'" (1971), The result
centimetres deep; the depth of · belngaseeminglysimplesllicon
the painting. These two pieces relief of a seemingly impossi~e
fonn " partofadomasticspace• task - five complicated tyrein Hamltton's own home, and heads, flattened into perpective,
cleverly create a similar feeling whilst retaining the illusion of a
within the white walls of the third dimension. Hamitton emuFruitmarket. since music, easy lates Duchamp's painstaking
chairs, carpet and coffee tabkt working habits, and displays his
Invite the spectator to relax, be ability to exploit skills of a wide
seated, a nd participate In the variety of non-artistic methods.
art. Inadvertently those who do
The three other endosed
so are absorbed into the interiors reflect social, potitlcal
interior, and are themselves put and spatial concepts. • Treaton display to othen.
ment Room'" is a work about
Such an idea wn also favour- power, transmittance and surable with the Dadaist Marcel veillance. Commissioned by the
Duchamp, an artist: whom Arts Couhcll in 1984, it reflects
Hamitton pays homage to, and the Big Brother concept of
parodies through his influence. Orwell, paralleting his telescUke
Duchamp,
Hamitton reen image with that of Mar·
creates work by chance and pro- garet Thatcher during her 1983
cess, and uses himself, the general etection broadcasts.
artist, a a machine to siphon Politics reactions are most
and reshape images and mate- evocative in "The Citizen•. The
rials of representation. Art is Interior sp,ce is extended

BR0'"7N
THE

Sl.A.TIC>NERS
£1,000 INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE.
12-60 MONTHS. NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
WRITTEN DETAILS ON REQUEST.

TYPEWRITERS
DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS, THERMAL PRINTERS
ELECTRONIC-ELECTRIC-MANUAL SILVER REED
1
SMITH CORONA- OLIVETTI CANON
1

20 NICOLSON STREET, EDINBURGH

11------~-------

TURNER'S IUUSTRATIONS
TO THE POETICAL WORKS
OF THOMAS CAMPBELL

around the central painting of
1982/3, based upon a televised
image of the' '"dirty protest" by
Republican prisoners in North·
em lretand. The prisoner with
with his long hair, beard, crucifix
and blanket, becomes almost an
icon, a martyr; striding towards
the viewer, surrounded by his
own excrement. The image is so · Hamitton's ability to ape the
powerful that even the brown- manner of other artists (as
textured paint smeared on the Joyce aped writers). The result
walls of this installation seem to is an annunciation scene that
reek of the stench of setf- acts as a spokesman for the his·
infllcted suffering.
tory of art, the characters are
This Christian image can be each portrayed in different
seen upstairs a mongst the 42 styles, be it an Easter Island
drawings and prints Inspired by head, a Cubist still-life or a
James Joyce's Ulysses. The young Rembrandt.
image of ·Ann Maceoo1·
Certainly • this
exhibition
instantly, perhaps by the Inten- celebrates the intensity of
sity of his gaze, refers us back to Hamitton's artistic creation and
"'The Citizen ". In all cases, these mastery of technique. Two or
works illustrate the maturity of three dimensionally, Hamitto""
Hamitton's art and ideas. can dominate space with the
lm8ges first executed In the strong
psychological mag·
1940s are placed alongside their netism of his figurative works,
furthered and completed states or simply command the enviof this decade. "In Homes ronment by their conspicuous
House" reflects this artistic absence.
progression, whilst illustrating
Alison Brown

suited to Turner's normal subject matter that really makes
these vigfiettes special as he
National Gallery of Scotland;
doesn't merely produce a narra·
until 31 May
tive that is suggested by the
This new set of watercolours text. rather his own personal
lut exhibited in 1970 show a response to their deeper side.
slightly different side to the For example, the illustration for
waten:olourworkofTurnerthat the poem "Theodric" could
Edinburgh Is used to. They illus- have been done before the
trate weH, incidents, scenery poem, the two are so dosety
and characters described in the matched in sentiment.
poetry of Thomas Campbell.
In general the vignettes have
They are unique in the fact that the same minimosity, bright colthey are the onty set of Turner our and sublime character as
watercolours of this kind to Turner's more familier large oil
remain together as a complete paintings though they lack the
set. Though there were 67 power created by the grand
poems in the set which coukl scale of the oils.
have been illustrated, only 16
"'Battle of the Battie" somewere chosen for this treatment how seems similar to his largeand so mustrations resutted scale sea scenes like "Steamer
from this choice. It is not sure in a Snowstonn'" painted in
how the choice came about but 1842. The smoke and tha cansome feel that some of the s ub- · non-fire of the ships seem to
jects illustrated weren't so overtake the ships' importance.

Resulting in a battle betWeen
the vessels and the sublime s ky,
or even a simpler battJe bet·
ween the elements of air· and
water, with smoke and ships
helping to personify the two
quantities in conflict.
Not all the subjects, however,
are typical of Turner's work, for
example the rather sentimental
illustration for "The Beech Trees
Petition", here there is no sublime landscape towering over
the human element just a sense
of calm throughout as a couple
carve their names on the beech
tree.
These works make up a nice
compact exhibitk>n, showing
Turner's great ability as a watercolourist and. will make a nice
complement to the better
known works of the Vaughan
Bequest when they are exhi·
bited together next January.
Robbie Carswell

~
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CANADIAN
The controversy has been whether photography is a true art
form. Rob Powell, director of Stills Gallery (Edinburgh's sole
photographic gallery}, would argue that It is. This week Paul Tumer
spoke to Rob Powell about Stills' role within the communfty -

acting as the exhibition centre for Scottish and international
photographers, its aims and future.
Stills, tucked behind an unimposing iron gate on the High Street,
is Edinburgh's and Scotland's only permanent specialist
photography gallery, but as a gallery it is fa,r more than the small Lshaped room it occupies.
Rob Powell, Canadian-born director, likens the role of Stills to the
Italian galleria. Set up in 1977 by the Scottish Photographic Group,
Stills is not just an exhibition space but is a concept in artistic
exhibition, education and production. The title Scottish
Photographic Group is not merely Scottish photographers but is a
board of management initiated by a group of people interested in
and wishing to encourage all aspects of photography. Similarly the
gallery maintains a strong Scottish theme of work shown, but sees
its role in Scotland as far wider than a mere showplace for domestic
artists.
The gallery group's three main areas of activity - exhibition,
• education and production - are inextricably linked to its desire to
take photography to a wider audience, doing so through touring
shows of up to 16venuesasfar afield as Stornoway. It is in this area
that Powell enthusiastically stresses the gallery's importance. More
than just being Edinburgh's sole photographic gallery, he sees Stills
as vital in Scottish art appreciation and education. Indeed education,
with the exhibitions themselves as an educational resource, is a
central aim of the organisation having objectives of increasing the
critical awareness of photography and to encourage the medium's
creative use.
The representational, documentative tradition strong in Scottish
photography, as in the work of Bert Hardy or Sean Hudson, will
remain strong, but the newer photography of which Stills has had an
important position in fostering in Scotland sees the photographic
medium as one of manipulation to explore and enjoy. For example,
Pradip Malde and Peter Cattrell. Powell elucidates:
" The international trend now occurring in Scotland, albeit later
II. than in the rest of the world, is a movement to non-representation
, critique of photography as truth. " Going on to say, HStills has a
central ro le in that development not only in shows such as
'Californi a Women in Photography' but in its important peripheral
activities like the well-attended lecture series. Operating in this
international setting, Stills can contribute in talking to a wider
audience developments which are particularly Scottish and
encourage those very developments itself."
The Scottish Photography Group is a non-profit-making
organisation charging nothing but offering much. Funding at the
moment comes from a number of sources ir1cluding the Scottish
Arts Council and Edinburgh District Council, but can never meet the
possibilities which Powell outlined as desirable. The main area of
development being wider exhibition, not just extended gallery
space but also a greater touring capacity within and outwith
Scotland. ' Many interesting projects are in fact in the pipeline,
inlcuding a Stills retrospective and a programme with a strong
Scottish theme to mark the 150th anniversary of photography.
Powell welcomes the opening of a Scottish photographic
collection at the National Portrait Gallery as a recognition of
photography as a mature art form and even a tribute to the work of
Stills, strengthening the national resource. It is evident from the
enthusiasm of its director and packed programme for the future that
Stills will go from strength to strength. In Stills' broad aims acting as
a " galleria", Edinburgh and Scotland have a special and dynamic
force for photographic art.
paintedtableau. Most of the
w orks are untitled, reinforCing
my opinion that these artists
are searching not so much for
meaning as for means. HowStills Gallery until 23 May
everwe maythink of It, though
the credibility of this ' new
Photography is not what it artform' cannot be denied.
Fran Hughes
used to be. No longer is it merely
the cirt of taking pretty pictures
but it has evolved into a creative form which blurs the dis- SNO/JARVI
tinction
between
photoUsher Hall April 15th
graphy, sculpture and painting.
Jhe exhibition, ' Staged Photo- For the last concert of the seagraphy In the Netherlands' is son, and his last concert in
testimony to such a new Edinburgh as principal conducexperimental tack, represent- tor, Nee m e Jiirvi, produced a
ing a wide range of crafted magnificent
concert,
truly
shots from simple use of diffe- worthy of the occasion. The
rent filters and papers, almost choice of an all-Elgar progto t he realms of non-photo- ramme may have seemed. an
graphy.
o~d one'. as ~e do .not associate
his music with th is conductor,
The general misconception
is that to remove photography but any possible fears . were
so far from its traditional
dllayed by the sy.mpat~et1c ~n~
domain, is to render the cam· warm manner with which Jarvi
approached the programme.
era arbitrary and to elevate the
fashioning of the subject mat·
Wh!le J8rv.i's name is not
1
ter as more praiseworthy than
the final product. This may be ~~:~~~=dc~ t: ~=~~l:~:':a~~
of the soloist Dame ~a net
seen in the work are the 'action
poses' of Teur Hocks characBaker. Indeed her n~me is so
close~y con.nect?d with one of
ters in 'Back and Forth' and
'Mathematica Tische Aotatie',
t~e p1ei:es in.this concert, Sea
their three-dimension figure
accentuated by the transforcelebrated 1965 recording, that
mation of the background to a

FOTOGRAPHIA BUFFA:
Staged Photography in
the Netherlands

1
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COURAGE

MOTHER COURAGE

Lyceum; u ntil 30 April
Brecht's Mother Courage is
one of the great theatrical challenges of the century. With one
notable exception, it has generally proved to be a box office disaster, and directors have rarely
been able to capture Brecht's
sardonic language and unique
dramatic style. Ian Wooldridge's
production is, unfortunately, not
an exception to this rule.
From the start, the company
fail ed to achieve the difficult but
necessary balance required for
the play. In Brecht's "epic"
theatre the dramatic illusion
must be consistently shattered
and the audience brought back
to reality to consider the issues
raised. The actors must therefore present character with
whom the audience has some
sympathy but who must be
equally powerful in their roles as
messengers to the audience.
Wooldridge's actors were
over-dramatic, giving the play
all the worst connotations of the
term "epic". whilst getting
nothing across to the audience.
It was rather like running a
marathon: you knew it was
good for you but it was a bit
long, a bit tedious and the pace
got slower and slower.
MotherCourageherselfneeds
to be both mother and smalltim e capitalist, half aware that it
is capitalism that can cause and
feed a war yet desperate to hang
onto her resources ..:ven though
this ultimately costs one of her
ch ildren his life. Brecht is
advocating, in part, a return to
natural virtues, such as motherhood, and the audience must be
able to see the mother and
money-grabber sides in the
character fighting it out. Instead,
Anne Myatt's Courage is a
Glaswegian battleaxe, · hard
enough to survive the bloodiest
of wars but with limited subtlety
and se.nsitiv.ity.

" PP'S LAST"TAPE
KRA
Bedlam Theatre; 16 March
Krapp's Last Tape is a good
choice for a Bedlam lunchti me:

It was in fact the Scottish
flavour which presented many
of the problems in this production. Whi lst much could have
been gained from doing the play
in Scots, theactorsjustuseditas
a peg to hang their Scottish
stereotypes on. Charles Kearney's Cook was the drunken
Scotsman; Yvette, played by
Victoria Hardcastle, the Leith
prostitute; and the soldiers,
Glasgow thugs. The non-Scott ish actors often came across as
weak and ineffectual. One of the
few to escape was Katy Murphy,
w ho played the dumb Kattrin
with sensitivity and intelligence.
and liVe Krapp are draWn very
. wetl: he is clearly a sensualist-

~o~en ~~~~ la~e~7n 1 ~:~~~~nh~

~~~~~~ ~a~~~~n~~v~~~spg:;il~i~

The production did, however,
have some high-points, not the
least of which was Gregory
Smith's excellently lit set; a marquee ripped into blood-spattered strips, suggesting a fall
from some sort of greatness.
Wooldridge also uses the inventive device of opening the huge
back doors at the beginning and
end, providing an entry and exit
' .for Mother Courage and her cart.
The struggling figure silhouet. ted against the night sky is a
memorable image, and the blast
of cold air helped to revive the
audience at the end of this
somewhat turgid production.
Prue Jeffreys
(
I

f~;~~
~:~~:~~a~~r=~~~;~~~~
hitch!). The pathos of Krapp is

8

. stressed particularly as he
rewinds and replays the section
of his play/life which deals with a

~~~1X1s;;~~Y1~t ~~!c:~~~~ ~~~a~ ~~~sd ~r~~~~~~:~~~c~=fe :~~e1~e~:~~~~S:~~~l~~~g;;

~~~~~:~1:~s~:st~·~;:cr::::: ~~::Vi!~ec:~~~ir~fb~ ct~~i~:~ =~·t~~=~e~h:~~ :~:e~7~;~~~ ~~

an old man of "the future" playing back tapes which he had
made in his younger days as a

.~:1~a:: ud~~~·hi~:as~ ~el~r:~~
1

ity, taking into account the huge the Bedlam on a March day, and
perhaps an enlightening experi-

:~= 1 ~8: ~a~a~i~~~a~;· ~~e~~~
make-up and lighting. It's rather
0

~~~~df~~~~:g ;~~~~~i;'~~~~~[;

!~~~~t[~~ ~~=na~~~rr~ pt~~~t~~~ ~~Y~~~~~st~~7; ~:~~it~~~~

~~~~~~~~oh:a~aes~~~.e regret for ~h~~p ~f tahc:ii~:eer~s~~~~e~!~:dt~~ ~~r~~~~~"~,:~t:'ce~~~~:C:r~~f:~
Cont.rasts between the taped ' the

it is difficult to imagine these
songs sung by anyone else.
Dame Janet's singing may
sound slightly more strained
now,butherfeelingforthemusic
is ·still apparent, in the way she
brings deep feeling to these
rather stilted Victorian. verses.
Jarvi and the SNO provided
sensitive
accompaniment
finely tailoring the music to suit
his so loist's phrasing. Earlier
_his spacious account of the
En igma Va riations produced
some particu larly fine string
playing from the orchestra.
The concert ended with the
much maligned choral work.

~~~e Mr~~~~r ~~~~~:·r ~~~~:

from the SNO Chorus, Jiirvi
managed to produce a moving
performance • f~om
this
unwieldy score, phrasing the

fr~~r~~sc~;~ w~!1: h:~~~~:i~ ~u~~~:~~~r~~ot~ll~a~l~~e~~rks

tape-recording

device

nevertheless JenniferTrueland

STUDENTS' OWN GUFST HOUSE

SHALIMAR
20 NEWINGTON ROAD, EDINBURGH EH9 IQS
BED AND BREAKFAST -

Terms from £12.00

Fire Certificate. Showers. 7V Lounge, Ample Facilities,
fl and C in all rooms.
Two family rooms with facilities. Private Car Parking.
10% Discount for students.
Under the persona l suPervision of

Mr and Mrs N. AHMAD GRUMMAN

(ex-E.U. sludents)
Colin Moodie .__T_e_le_ph_o_n_es_:_OJ_I_-66_7_2_8_27_G_ues_tsc_
; O_J_I_-66_7_07_8_9_0_m_,_ce_._J
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Caring Careers
Alternative careen for students have taken off. This
recent surge In altruism has meant fierce competi-

tion for the f~ available '?lac~. !shbel Math~son
reports on Edinburgh University s recent highly

successful alternative careers fair.
~"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'~-----------

ca~:'tfe~e~~:· has see ii the :~~ci:!~i~~:e ;~~ert:i~e!';!10~

largest upswing in interest from

~~~:r~'~! t~k~~g9 ~lt~n~t!~~

organisations like Oxfam.

overseas. Th•enumber~f:nnual
applications which VSO, one o(
the largest overseas recruitment
agencies, receives has nearly
doubled over the last four years.
Postgraduate courses related to
Third World development are

~~~~~~~1 ~nv~~~~i~:i~.and

"As an ~mployer, Oxfam is
oversub~cr~bed. Far and away
the mai?ntv of ~ople who
express interest don 1 have the
~kills we nee~. V~ry few people
in our orgamsatio.p work over-

evidence that the Thatcherite
principle o~ self-interest had
never really taken hold in universities.

" What you're seeing now
nationally is a huge divergence
between the people who want to
join the Thatcherite Enterprise
culture, and those who don't." .

0
_s_
ea_s_a_n_d_t~h?~•-•..cJ_
b_s_a,_e_f_o'-------~--c
"As an employer, Oxfam is oversubscribed. Far and
univer- away the m"jority of people who express interest
don't have the skills we need.
ff

According to Dick Roe, head of
recruitment for VSO, the recent
surge in altruism is due to a
combination of changing career
expectations and Band-Aid type
efforts.
" People are now movinQ
away from the general intention
of earning money and have an
increasing desire to help people
in other parts of the world. Just
after Band-Aid was screened we
had a great number of people
ringing up and saying What can
I do to help?'. We expect the
same kind of 'blip' after Comic
Relief."

.,We're not all ageing hippies lying in a comer.·

t
a
time
when
students are becoming absorbed into the
Yuppie culture, there is a
surprising counter-revolution taking place among
those people who do not
want td succumb to the

A

people with specific skills."
Jo, who studies English and
The four organisers of the philosophy, agrees, adding:
Alternative Careers Fair, them- "And people who don't believe .
selves final year students, recog- in the Thatcherite thing are just
nised that most of the organisa- becoming more depressed. My
tions who attended were not brother's an engineer and it's
there to recruit gradua.tes but to like Tm an engineer.- so what
raise people's awareness of else can I do?'.""
their presence and activities.
No one, however, is rash
The purpose was to offer alternatives to the conventional enough to express the belief that
revival of interest among stuavenues open to graduates.
dents for alternative careers
Jim Smith, an astro-physicist, c·ould mark a return to the stucommented: " I don't think that dent radicalism of the '60s. In a
people who apply for the milk- world where statistics show the
round are necessarily applying 10 per cent of graduates are
out of self-interest, it's just that swallowed up by accountancy
they think that it's a natural prog- firms, even those with altruistic

lhe problem is that the
increased
interest
among
.,,
'"_.,_;o_n_1o_,_1h_e_m_.w_h•-•.,.w_e_w,_.•'-•,,....,b_•'..,;•,...f•_•_rn_d_;ff_•_'"-"'.,."_ow
_. -.,..graduates keen to get into this
Contrary to popular belief, those agencies rarely
type of "alternative" career has
meant that competition is fierce• take graduates fresh from University, and they can
for the few places which are
afford to be selective.
available. Contrary to popular
belief, these agencies rarely take
trying to do was to give them a
" It's a more down-to-earth
graduates fresh from university
natural progression in another attitude," says Simon. "Yes,"
and they can also afford to be direction. "
laughs Jo, "we're not all ageing
selective about who they
Nevertheless the interest dis- hippies lying in a corner."
employ. A qualification in a postIf you went along and enjoyed
graduate course with, prefera- played by the students who
this year's Alternative Careers
bly, a few years of field experi- crammed into the Chaplaincy
Fair, why not help to organise
ence is practically obligatory · Centre to talk to representatives next year's
fair?
Anyone
and take part in workshops, surprised even Jim and his friends. interested should contact Simon
Anderson on 2281872. For more
Ian Gray, who attended the
on
Alternative
Simon, a fourth year sociol- information
Edinburgh University Alternapolitics student, Careers, see the appropriate foltive Careers Fair as an Oxfam ogy and
representative, felt that many suggests that the success was ders in Careers Service.

-

Filofax society. An alternative Careers Fair held
recently at Edinburgh University attracted over 1,000
people four times the
number who attend the
conventiona l
fairs
organ ised an nually by the

soo\{5soo\{5e,oo~
Thousands and thousands and thousands of them from Scotland's largest Bookseller
•TEXTBOOKS
• PAPERBACKS
• EVERY SORT OF BOOK

• PLUS LARGE STATIONERY

AND
RECORD DEPARTMENT

JAMES THIN
53-59 SOUTH BRIDGE, EDINBURGH
and at 29 and 31 Buccleuch Street
and the King's Buildings
r,
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Alternative Ulster
The recent atrocities
" It is to the detriment of ihe
at IRA funerals illus· ~~~hc~~~e~:~~on~a~ha~r~~=~
trated yet another
down. We are seeing a return to
sickening turn in the ~~~i~u~~~~~e~[m~~~~ 1~d~~;~
expression of
Thatcher and it's not, at best, in
extremist feeling in
~~~~~~~,,term interests of ou r
Northern Ireland.
When tackled about the relaAccording to David
tively low level of suppo rt for
Hu6y without
~ii~n ~:~at(%~).n8; Af~~~~:~i
responsible leader·
argued that having infl uence
ship by Unionist and g~fnsg ~~! ~aj~~f~il~art~e~
Nationalist politi·
except in the adversary atmoscians these blody
~1~~::edo:h~r~~!:t~~l~t~C:~ h~~
Outrages are likely
been implemented in Northern
to continue. He
Ireland, partly under the in flutalked to Dr John
~~~~ ~~et~~tr~~i~~tf~nP~~~~o~~
Alderdice, of the
· ortional representation which
Alliance Party, about ~~ be~~v;;~r~~ b~;!~ee~ntynvia~
the difficulties of
divided community."
promoting political
m~;-;;'r~~~er~f~.iHn ~~es~~Ji~::.~:
compromise in a
abouttryingtogetaconsensus
community domi·
~n0Ndoo:~~r~~~e~~7tt~~d~~~~d!
nated by cultural and Party in the political bridge political intolerance. head in terms of buitdiOg con·

In the 70's, local band "Stiff Littie fingers " wrote a song entitied 'Alternative Ulster'. A
decade later that vision is stilt
unrealised as the two communities in Northern Ireland
experience greater or lesser
degrees of polarisation. Only
after bloody atrocities such as
the Enniskillen bombing is there
any hope of reconciliation.
Even then, however, the bond
formed inthefaceofacommon
enemy is all too fragi le and
ephemeral in nature. Politica l
slogans such as " Ulster says
no " and " No Surrender" reveal
the negative nature of the Uls·
ter mentality, and become
, epitaphs upon the grave-stone
r) of progressive politics in the
province. Caught between the
uncomprimisi ng intransigence ,
of the Unionists and . the
unrealistic idealism of the
Nationalists, Northern Ireland's
future has come to rest in a
political vacuum.
Over the past eighteen years,
however, there has been one
political force in Northern lreland that claims to offer an
alternative vision. The Alliance
Party, _having emerged out of

the Ulster Liberal Part¥ (and
which is totally independant of
the SOP-Liberals), has st rugg led to maintain the voice of
moderation in an atmosphere
of escalating extremism and
cultural intolerance. Its political
philosophy is based on · a
power-sharing devolution in
w hich both Nationa list and
Loya list will have a say in t he
affairs of Northern Ireland. At
the end of -1987, the party
elected a new leader, John
Alderdice. At the age of 32 he is
seen by party members as a
young and dynamic force in
the Alliance Party, as welt as
standing for a more aggressive
promotion of moderate politics. I interviewed Or Alderdice
to get his opinion of the pre·
sent situation and to discover
how he envisaged the fu t ure
role of his party in confronting
the province's problems.
I challenged him about h is
party's image amonQst the
Northern Irish electorate; especially the view that it was too
moderate and "wishy-washy".
Did he think that the Alliance
Party should become more
agg ressiveinordertocom pete

with the extremists?
" A misunderstanding was
held in the early yea rs that we
were a crowd of do-gooders
wanting peace at any price that kind of criticism has not
been hea rd in the past few
years - we have been quite
prepared to stick o u r necks on
the line, so that w hen we have
found som e Un ionist politi·
cians breaking the law, some of
ou r party have taken them to
court and had them convicted
and fined . "

:me IRA is not some local band of hoodlums, they are
a major international operation dedicated to
destabilising Northern Ireland.
" When we see something ter impact on the populatiort at
wrong we are prepared to fight,
large than t he politicians w ho I
and figh t with all the pos- think, sadly, in many cases are
sibi lit ies at our disposal. On the q uite hardened and cynical to
other hand, we do not see any t he whole business . . . It is
future in confrontat ional poli- extraordinarily difficult to p retics; concensus politics we diet how lasting any of these
believe, is the way that we effects are, and one does have a
should mo re forwa rd."
fear t hat people are allowing
Or Alderdice perceived that the go()d effects of Ennisk11 1en to
the escalation· of e),,~ remist po'li- be fritter'eci ·away. - ··
tics is not only confi ned to
"People outside Northern IreNorthern Ireland, but is also
land don't realise t hat there is
infiltrating into the halls of
relatively little real communicaWestminster.
t ion between politicians from
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se nsus.H
Turning 'to the p roblem of
terrorism I asked him what he
though the effect of Enniskillen
wou ld have o n tlie NorthEirn
frish people. Did they now
realise t hat t he IRA were m o re
interested in the division of the
Ulster com munity rather than
t he un ification of lreland7
" I think that probably Enniskillen ha d more effect outside
No rthern Ireland; because I
think it b ro ught home to people
o utside the province what had
been going on for a long time.
Secondly, I think it had a gr~a-

the different parties and that
has been the case for some
time ... the problem is that with
no assembly, with relatively 1
few people at Westminister
w ho don't corroborate in any
significant fashion.and with the
local councils in disarray over
the presence of Si n n Fein
(which is an appating physical
th rea t) there is really relatively
little communication - that is
what we want to build on. "

Dr Alderdice outlined how
there was no clear cut political
so lution to the Northern Irela nd
problem; social and econom ic
factors would also have to be
taken into account .
" It's hard to see how the
community can come toget her
to combat terrorism w hile it is
politically divided . I think the
economic issues are impor·
tant; people are unemployed
and they see no future and are
more easily attracted into violent solutions to problems; so 1•
see dealing with social and
economic ii;sues as also being
imperative."
" The most worrying thing
about the pa ramilita ries now is
not t he campaign of violence ..
. but it is t he level of para military racketeering that is of most ·
concern to us. That is how t hey _
get their money, but t hey also
infiltrate society in a m afiastyle
fa shion
w h ich
is
extremely dangerous; so that
even if one had a political solution tomorrow that would not
get rid of the problem of people
m aki ng a lot of money personally o ut of racketeering.'"
" They don't want t o see sta·
bility, they don't want to see a
united community, they don't
want to see an end to violence I
it's not in their best interests in
any way ... the IRA is not some
local band of hoodlams, they
are a major interational o peration dedicated to d esta blisi ng
Northern Ireland . .. t he onlyway to com bat the IRA is for t he
community to unite polit ically
and for us to help to rebuild,
t his commu nity economica lly
and socially ...
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Edinburgh University Main library has had to implenlent closures which will be especially hardhitting for students during exam time. Paul Turner ventured into the inner sanctum of the Main
Library where he spoke to Deputy Head Librarian Mr Peter Freshwater about the effects of the lack
of library funding.
bindery, up to the fifth floor,
Library is the largest aca- where a reshelving trolley floats
demic building in Western amongst the stacks, the logistics
Europe. But there is much mor~ and co-ordination. of this
than just the main library to pore machine are amazingly compliover your books. A good deal cated.
over half of the annual expendiAt pr~sent a group from the
ture from the library purchasing Manpower Services Commisgrant is spent on libraries out- sion are busy converting the
with George Square, like the Sci- catalogue from the old manual
ence, Law and Veterinary, "for system to computer. The progexample. Although it's the main ramme, which started in 1983,
library building that houses has so far covered about 20 per
books for all faculties and where cent of the stock. The overall aim
the time.consuming administra- is complete automation. Even
tion is carried out from.
with the new technology there
The building itself, often still remains a lotto be done. The
described as looking like a fac- acquisition of new works is a
tory or star cruiser just arrived long pro~ss: book demands

dinburgh University Main

E

" The library is now undoubtedly the shop window
of the University ... the library as a flagship is losing
!ts rep..utation as there is a lack of staff to do the
JOb ...
from outer space, is ciuite
interesting - a lavish photo-fil·
led book solely on the library
building and its construction
exists
for
the
extremely
interested - and even though
not contextually satisfying, the
library building is a very well
designed bit of functional
architecture.
Eight floors in all, with eight
acres and accommodation for
up to two million books and
2,500 readers, the library has
much more going on inside it
than the impression gained
from a visit to the noisy reading
room.
About one hundred staff are
emJ)loyed, the majority of
whom work tirelessly behind the
scenes. From the lower ground
floor, where teem of 14 .fulltime staff use traQitional skills to
repair damaged books in the

a

the judgement of the University

million off its staffing budget.

~~a~~~r; /~b~~;(~~: 1 ~~~u7'a~i~~

The tightening till 1987 has met

as there is a lack of staff to do the
job, resulting in a worsening service leading to reputation falling
throughout the world, developing catch-22 situation of lower-

a

ing funds. n

•

::

~~ri~a~f~:~egr~~~~~~h~~=

~: r~nh9;~~~~~~~.ti~~! ~=:~
students with the implementahave to save, including last tion of closu res.
year's loss, £S7 .000, which may
Somewhat perturbed I felt the
b
f
picture might be overlycataclys1
_•_•,_v_,_••_ire_-_
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

_•_m_••_•_•_•_co_st_o

"The University requires a revision of its basic fund-Y

th~~~~~:~~~ ~~e:n~~!/~~~~~~ ing policy so that ac~demic ~ervices such as the libtion underfunding issue: "The

rary and the computing service are safeguarded for

library is not a faculty but is
treated as such, which it

=•;;;11·'-·-----------------

~:;~il~~·ta ~~isT:: 0 ~~~v~~~%

funding policy so that academic
services such as the library and
the computing service are
safeguarded for all. A cut in
them is a cut for all and I am not
sure if the University has got the
idea yet.
"The true university of these
days is a collection of books,"
said Mr Freshwater, quoting
Thomas Carlyle.

from academic staff, up tO
25,000 recommendations per
year, take approximately six
The staff of our library always
months
from
processing
seem enthusiastic and Mr Freshthrough cataloguing before
water communicated a real love
appearing on the shelves. But
of all bibliography. He came
reassuringly, Mr Freshwater
sees books on shelves having over as pained to see such a
priority with an on-the-staclc. by great centre of resource neglected and went on to show me
morning policy.
some of the lesser known treaIt waS partly due to the reason sures. In, the Drummond Room,
of reshEilving that the library an exhibition including the first

ment.ofvery experienced staff, said Mr FrMhwRtPr
But all this tightening can only
go on for so long and the
cumulative effects will be felt,
with more than a stagnation in
the service provided.
Mr Freshwater stated quite
frankly the effects of the cuts:
"There is no room to improve
facilities and opportunities as
we must try to keep up with the
cuts. Losing key staff is a loss of
the reader liaison element and
further non-development."
It is on this point which Mr
Freshwater ts most adamant. He
doesn'tjust wish to maintain the
library· but seeks its improvement.

book written by the first Principal of Edinburgh University,
Robert Pollock; and up on the
sixth floor a rare collection of 60
percent of all pre-1960 Penguins
are stocked.

" In the long run I would want
more library staff on the upper
floors to be on hand to help
access. There is a need to reallocate space and review the reading room, to in general get a greater use of resources, but how
with the uncertainty. The University mus.I know this and the
Students' Association and Students' Representative Council
need to stand up and shout."

"Since 1981 the library .has cut
approximately one quarter of a

The libr&ry. has been feeling
the squeeze for the last five

"The Students' Association and Students' Rep-

resentative Council need to stand up and shout ..,
opening hours were revised last·
term, closing early on Fridays.
Mr Freshwater required little
nudging to reveal his feelings on
the funding·issue.
..The library is now undoubtedly the shop window of the
University with accessions and
requests from all over the world ;

1

years, but !tis only now that the

mic, but Mr Freshwater reiterated that the library may well be
past the bailling-out stage and
about to sink. In the words of the
Library Committee's annual
report, Edinburgh University is
"inexorably poised on the
downward escalator".

LANDMARK
CENTRE
HIGHLAND HERITAGE
AND ADVENTURE PARK
requirestwofriendlystudentstowork
asgeneralcateringassist.antsduring
June, Ju:y and August. J5.hour week
spread over six days ~nduding
weekends and evenings). Uniform
pfovided. Pleasant twin room
accommodation in the vilLlge of
Canbridge included
Aprily in writing (includt
firologroph)to;

1

rrmil

Mr DANNY ftlLLERTON,

Manager, Landmark,
Carrbridge,
Invtmm-shitt PHiJ 3AJ.
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Guest of Honour: Mr John Lloyd, MA 1967

Ticket~ £15, incl. Dinner
Available from Union sh ops
Friends and family welcome
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The O rganisers gratefully acknowledge the suppo rt of ·
the Alumni Relations O ffice and the General Council Appeal.
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WITHNAIL AND I

Odeon
Dir: James L Brooks

Cameo
=0'""1r:"""'B,...•-uc-e-=Rc-o'"'bi,.-nso_n_ __

On Its release in Am~.
Broedcut News managed to
pick up not onty millions at the
box office. but -'so 8 dutch of .
<>scat nominations. tt is euy to
see the attraction of the film:
written, produced and directed
by James L. Brooks, 8roadcut

Wlthnail and I opened to mixed
reviews and might seem to be
one of those quirky British

News ii, In.many ways, simler
to his prevlbus success, Terms
ofEndeannent-lnbothfilmsit
is the people who are the most
important element, and Brooks
is adept at making the most out
ofthe '"humilnlnterest"angleof
a situation.
Billed as a romantic comedy,
the film is set in the frenetic,
pressurised world of television
news, where deadlines are allimportant and ambition is your
most valuable asset. The three
main characters .all work in the
Washington newsroom of a
major American network news
station, churning out reports on
the world situation -whether it
is the latest arms talks or an
interview with Arnold Schwarzenegger, they live and work at
an exhausting pace.
Holly Hunter, nominated for
the Best Actress Oscar, is -the
ambitious and articulate produC!r Jane Craig, who hurtles

comedies that draws a very
thin line between eccentricity
and seff·indulgence. Thankfully, it doesn't fall into either

category.
Set in 1969, it follows the
dubious activities of un·
employed actors Wlthnail a nd
'T', slumming it Jn a crumbling
Camden Town flat . Both sub-

listing on drugs, booze (and in
Withnail's case the occasional
swig of Castro! GTX), they
begire to tire of the mouldy
familiarity of their surroundings.
They take to the country by
means of a very generous, very
gay uncle of Withnail's (played
pricetessly by Richard Griffiths). Nothing is straightforward. A stn ister poacher lurks
around the house and Mcnty
turns up unexpectedly, with
hopes
of
seducing
his
nephew's very heterosexual
friend.
Withnail and I could easily be
a glorified exercise in nostalgia.
Its sound track has the obligat-

Richard Griffiths' plummy
accent doesn't quite come off,
but he shows a remarkable ability for high farce and manages
not to make his character into
too much of a gay caricature.

Withnail and I isn't slick
entertainment, or a rose-tinted
view of the late sixties. It uses
the landslide of a crazed age
into the wilderness of the
seventies as a background for
the very different fates of two
friends ; if you have any intelligence or sense of humour you
won't miss ii.
Briony Sergeant
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the sunset, so ended by letting
~~~ characters sort themselves

Having started his career in
However, despite the ending,
the CBS newsroom, James and the moments where the varBrooks has evidently researched ious employees of the news stahis subject, and he manages to tion stop everything to tell each
create the effec't of tremendous· other how wonderful they are,
tension and pressure in the the film deserves its success.
newsroom. He also brings up . Fast-paced, energetic, absorbvarious ethical questions ing and funny, it is worth seeing
such as whether television news - if only for the appearance of
should be controlled by people Jack
Nicholson,
grinning
more concerned with image and impishly and obviously enjoying
ratings than with the latest world himsett immensely as the all-•
crisis, and whether serious news powerful fig'urehead o_
f network
should be sac:rificed to entertain- news.
ing stories. The characters themselves spend a great deal of time

Come and give your donation of blood at:

KING'S .BUILDINGS UNION

CHAPLAINCY CENTRE

Ahman, a journalist who man-

:!~a:: ~nur;;:r~~~ ~~~ri~~

is no real resolution to the plot. It

PLEASE GIVE BLWo

byBrianFritl

BEDLAM THEATRE
throu9h her life dealing with a v_oicing their opinions on integfrantically successful career and nty and morality in the news, but
a chaotically disastrous per- the subject is conveniently
sonal life.
ignored when it interferes with
William Hurt as Tom Grunick. the emotional problems of the
the good-looking newcomer moment.
who succeeds di.le to his blond
Although most of the film is
hair, blue eyes and ability to cry highly enjoyable, it seems to

• •

ory snatches of Hendrix, and
there's the usual quota of
beads, incense, and wasted
hippies knocking around (although not as many as in the
cinema audience). But all th ese
things are secondary to the
film's central characters, portrayed very convincing ly by
Richard E. Grant as Withnail,
the eventual loser out of this
degenerating era, ("There are
91 days of this decade left, and
there are going to be a lot of
refugees"), and Paul McGann
as his friend; be plays the more
rational side of the friendship,
and
as a semi-narrator,
remains nameless - hence th e
"and I" of the film's title.'
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Bails 'n' Balls

Butcher

Budd

EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY 1St XI 150for1
(S. Willey 44; N. Rosewell 30; B. Clube 21 ; T. Jordan NO
22)
Following Sandy Lyle's memorable victory in the ' Masters' at Augusta, it has been a
DREW WITH
gloomy last ten days for British sport, during which controversial and even em)>arBoroughmuir 76 for 8
rassing actions have taken place before an Athletics Council and in a court of law.
(Davidson 18NO; Campbell 3for 25; Hothersall2for11;
Certainly the most controver- ing and thus would be subject
player committing a . similar MacDonald 2 for 13; Clube 1 for 6)
sial of the recent issues has
been that of the IAAF's cheerless recommendation that Zola
Budd should be banned from
athletics for twelve months. If
their decision is respected by
the British Arnateur Athletics
Board, then Zola Budd's Olympic hopes w ill be shattered .

to a bar. Yet it was soon discovered that she was merely a
spectator rather than a competitor in the event, though the
council responded to this by
claiming that "taking part'" in a
meeting encompassed attendance as a spectator.

To manythismayseemto bea
Since appearing on the devious and even immoral step
"British athletics "scene, Miss taken by the IAAF, and as long
Budd's
career
has
been as concessions keep being made
plagued
by
controversies, to the political agitators, the
banishments,
and
harass- world of sport is going to conments. A few weeks ago she tinue to be treated as a chessvoluntarily stood down from piece, moved this way and that,
Britain's cross-country team and incessantly threatened by
selected for the World Cham- the scheming opposition . For
pionships in New Zealand. She ZQla Budd there appears to be
did so to save her team-mates no way of escape from this
and avoid an ugly clash which political snare, while similar
her presence wou ld have cases are allowed to roam free,
confirming the belief that we
prompted .
are living in an unprincipled,
The sad fact is that Miss Budd thoughtless age.
has been transformed from a
From politics to crime ... Is
world-class athlete into helpless prey for the hungry politi- there a difference? The appearcians. Interest in her progress ance of Terry Butcher, Chris
as an athlete has been drowned Woods, Frank MacAvennie and
•neath a sea of political Graham Roberts in court, fol-.rgitators and Anti-apartheid lowing their little misunderstanding
du ring
the
proclaimers.
The question is now not Glaswegian derby at lbrox may
whether she will fulfil her have marked a step forward, or
potential as an outstanding a step back, for British soccer.
runner, but whether she will Certainly the ungentlemanly
ever be allowed to run competi- behaviour of the aforesaid
tively again . She is no longer a players did nothing to curb the
personality
.merely an hatred which the ardent supemblem; a political symbol; porters of both teams hold for
and an innocent victim of a each other.
cause she seeks desperately to
Vialence on the pitch might
remain aloof from :
well lead to violence off the
It was originally alleged that
pifch, and it can be argued that
she had recently competed in a
because a fan aiming a punch
South African race meeting,
at his neighbour would be suband so was guilty of law-breakject to police attention, then a

CAPITAL BOWL

Oan~~~jla~!~rican f~~~::1j
event will again be staged
at Edinburgh's Meadowbank Stadium on Sunday
24th April with a 1 pm kickoff.
The Capital Bowl will have
four of Scotland's top clubs
competing for the title of Scotland's best: Clydesdale Colts
and Glasgow Diamonds from
the west of the country, and
Edinburgh Eagles and Mussetburgh Magnums from the east.
The teams will all play in the
same af!ernoon, in two semi-

No.4

final games,andthewinnerswill ·
meet in the 1988 Capital Bowl
final later in the day with a 4 pm
kick-off. All games will last one
hour in playing time, only. There
will be no clock stoppages, and
the games will run much quicker
and to a tighter schedule.
Ticket prices are £3.50 for
adults, £2.00 for youths and
OAPs, and go on sale at all eight
Thompson's Sports Stores in

~~~~~y;~~· Po~~=\j~· th~:::~:
and also at Meadowbank
Stadium.
For further information please
call 031-336 2374.

A select group of finely tuned EUAC athletes, ably assisted by
m embers of Trinity College, Dublin, overcame a strong challenge
from a combined Queen's University/AnnadaleStridersteam at the
Mary Peters track, Betfast. last weekend. The trip, which was
partially sponsored by Tennant C81edonian Breweries, was highty
successful, both socially and athletically.
A notable area of success was in the w o men's throwing events,
in which Claire Adam end Heather Tinto made a dean sweep of the
honours, while Jenni Harvey achieved her best distance for the
season in the long jump to win that event.
•
.
By contrast, the m en's team, lacking in specialist field
competitors, performed strongly on the track. Worthy
performances were recorded by Tom Blackie, who won the 400m
1
and came a dose second in a tightly fought BOOm; Chris Day
(second in the 110m hurdles) and Bruce Davie, who finished second .
in the 3,000m, only 15 m inutes after• good second in the 1,500m.
The club was perticulerty strong in the 400m hurdles, with Dwayne
Bums, Neil Christie and Nick Crombie taking first, second end third
places respectlvety.
Social highlight of the weekend was dinner at Ciro's Trattorie,
with Claire being first molested, then employed as assistant chef by
t he apparently inebriated proprietor. The weekend's festivities
ended on a high note wtth a party hosted by the Queen's teem.
Twelve months shoukl hopefully be ample time to recover for next
year's repeat performance In Dublin.
C:. Dundee

offence in the same stadium
should be treated in a likewise
Yet Terry Butcher and Chris
Woods can consider themselves unlucky to receive both a
fine and a criminal record. Football is a highly physical sport,
demanding strength and courage. To perform to one's best
ability requires full-blooded
commitment and a high-powered spirit, and this it is understandable that occasiona lly
tempers are lost, ugly words
exchanged, and even punches
thrown. Obviously one should
never
condone
such
illbehaviour from men whose
every movement is scrutinised
by thousands of spectators, yet
sim ila r head-to-head encounters occur frequently on soccer
pitches throughout the world.
The lbrox saga has certainly
been blown out of all proportion. The laws of soccer are
surely sufficient to control the
game without interference
from the court of law? Being
sent off is a suitable punishment for
such
offences,
whereby the club-in-question
can take action in the form of
fines or bans. Otherwise the
situation is going to get out-ofhand, with players spending
more time appearing before
judges and juries, then in front
of football crowds.
Cart Marston

"Treat th is game like a practice match, .. Ben Clube, the
captain, instructed the University XI in the pre·match
talk. ft would have been easy to be complacent against
a side like Boroughmuir, who seemed a motley crew of

varying shapes and sizes, with ability to match.
And so, Edinburgh batted first
and lost two quick(and compla·

cent)

wickets

to

alley of the Sheep's Heid. As it
was, he was stu mped.

the

1

But it was the team's bowling
Boroughmuir opening bowler,
a man of great physique who and out-cricket that was the
bore at least a passing most crucial feature of this
resemblance to the great a\1- game. After tea, fortified by t he
rounder Colin Milburn. But the news that Hearts had failed
University was never in trouble tocommit soccer suicide for a
after that and it was only lack of second week in a row, and
l
time which prevented them geed-up into action by the capfrom gaining a conclusive vicJ
tory.
field straining at the leash.
The star batsman of the team
was undoubtedly Simon Willey
The two Opening bowlers,
whose 44 was made in a
Andy Campbell and Jamie
stylishly patient manner. Hi~.
Ho'thersall were soon in coninning was the bedrock of the
trol, taking the first four wickets
University's score of 150.
all bowled. Campbell at one
Others who operformed well
point had 2 wickets in 2 balls, ·
were wicketkeeper Nick Rowand when Willey caught a fine
se ll, Tom Jordan and Ben
reaction catch in the gulley,
Clube, who scored 21 almost
Boroughmuir were on the
dashing runs before being
verge of defeat at 29 for 5.
caug ht.
Further pressure was put on
Boroughmuir by the UniverOther moments o f note
sity's spin attack of Clube, Dale
included J ame Hothersall's
and
MacDonald;
however
kamikaze dash up the wicket, in
Boroughmuir railed around
an attempt to smite the ball into
behind the stout defence of
the blue yonder. If he had condavidson, who singlehandedly
nected, it would most probably
pulled his side through to draw.
have landed in the bowling
James Bradley

1
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UNIVERSITY HALLS, HOUSES ANO FLATS 1988/89

APPLICATIONS
HALLS ANO HOUSES
REMEMBER closing dates for applications for places in Halls
of Residence and Student Houses for Session 1988/9 are as
follows :
1. For students who are already in, or have already lived in,
Halls or Student Houses, 22nd APRIL (use green form
AF2/99).
2. For all other students, 30th APRIL (use white
form AF 1/88 ).
UNIVERSITY FLATS
Applications for University-controlled flats are still welcome,
particularly from larger groups in the 5-person to 9-person
categories.

Application forms for all above types of
ar :ommodatlon can be obtained from the
S~udent Accommodation Service,
30 Buccleuch Place.
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ACROSS

1. Knocked violently
(6)

4. Give a shine in
Eastern Europe

7. This might catch
you (4)

8. English gentleman have this
sense(4,4)

9. Tabloid paper at
high speed (7)

12. tt's often

best

~ ·
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wr~
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~

~

.~ ~.I
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assumed they're
all bastards (3)
14. Compress rubber
in small court (6)

15. Pirate's feathered

(8)
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friend copies
what you say (6)
16. Animal friend (3)
18. They _s crape hair
off their bodies (7)
22. Get round to

someone's place
(4,4)
23. Way or method

of al (-

24. This bean meanz
poor student (6}
25. Barbaric v ersion
of hockey? (6)

DOWN
1. Drinking Phra se,

with two cheesk
in the air (7,2)
2 . Astronaut puts it

on to go out (5,4)
3 . Puto11(5)
4. Associated with
birth , growing
and other periods
(5)
5. Sips liquid after
several circuits (4)
6. _Witches burnt at
this point (5)
10. Sends letter.
makes a goal·
mouth (5)
11 . Rearrange rapes
(5)
12. G ives a bad grade
(5)

13. Not quite i nfamy
(9)
17. Wear away (5)
19. Housing for p i gs
and peasants (5)
20. Spreads flue and
AIDS(5)
21 . Encounter (4)
BY Andrew Sparrow
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70LD FISHMARKETCLOSE
EDI NBURGH

TEL : 031 2255428

Answers on page 5
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